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30 MY iPARcNTS
PREFACE
A problem which was unsolved for many years, was whether every 
bounded linear operator on a Banach space had a non-trivial closed 
T-invariant subspace. In 1354 the two mathematicians N. Aronszajn. 
and K .Smith proved that the above was true for compact operators. 
In 1966 A.Bernstein and A.Robinson extended this result to operators 
T having the property that p(T) was compact, for some non-sero 
polynomial p(x), and showed that such operators did have non-trivial 
closed T-invfiriant subspaces. It wasn't uni'il 1973 that V.V. 
Lomonosov proved a generalisation of the Bernstein-Robii.oon result* 
He proved that if K is a bounded operator on a Banach space (where 
K is not a scalar multiple of the identity operator) such that there 
exists at least one non-zaro operator* commuting with K, then thefe 
exists a non-trivial closed subspace invariant under all operators 
which commute with K, and in particular for K itself. .
It is the proof of Lomonosov's theorem which is greatly responsible 
for our main result, a theorem by de Pagter (theorem 2.11) which 
ensures that each positive non-zero irreducible compact operator on 
a Banach lattice has strictly positive spectral radius, Although de 
Pagter proved this result in 1986, it had been a long standing con­
jecture of KtH.Schaefer. The affirmation of this conjecture of 
Schaefer's saw a number of new results, closely related to this newly 
proved fact, emefg©. .
It is the aim of this dissertation to highlight and discuss these 
results and tiny interesting consequences that they may have.
Most of the results of this dissertation involve spectral theory to 
some degree. Consequently it is necessary to include in chapter one
a fairly lengthy section devoted to the definitions arid results of 
spectral theory. As is the case throughout the whole of chapter one, 
references for results are given wherever possible. Also introduced 
in this first chapter are the fundamental results of the 
complexification of f real Riesz spaces, f-algebras. and 
orthomorphisms, as well as general notation.
Chapter two sees the introduction: of ideal irreducible operators. 
Most of the prerequisites for the proof of de Pagter'S theorem, which 
is also proved in this chapter, are included. The idea of ideal ir­
reducible operators is extended in chapter three to band irreducible 
operators. Once again all definitions and results required to prove 
Stabler's generalisation of de Pagter's theorem are introduced. A 
proof, again by Grobler, of the Ando-Krieger Theorem is also included 
in this chapter.
The final ch&pter, chapter four, deals with the generalisations by 
Grobler of Frobenius* theorem and the theorem of Jentzch and Perron. 
This chapter In particular relies heavily on the results of the 
spectral theory results given in chapter one.
Without the encouragement, enthusiasm, guidance and kp^wledge of­
fered me by my supervisor, this dissertation would never have 
materialised. It is fitting then, that I extend my sincere thanks, 
in the first instance, to my supetvisot and friend 
Dr, Conrad Labuschagne, for all the support he gave me and all that 
he taught me during our many lectures and discussions. I hope that 
this work is of a sufficiently high standard to pay tribute to his 
dedication to his students in general, and myself in particular.
My appreciation is also due to the University of the Witwatersrand 
and to the South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Re­
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search, both of whoiit have assisted me financially throughout my post 
graduate studies,
I would also like to express my appreciation to Professor 
J.J. Grobier of the University of Potchefstroom, for making avail­
able to me his paper on the theorems of Frobenius and Jentzsch- 
Perron, [7], which, at the time of printing this dissertation.-has 
yet to be published.
A word of thanks to Dr, Gunther Meimbeck, now of the'Windhoek Acad­
emy,, South West Africa, for'the interest he took in my personal 
situation and progress> and the sincere advice he so readily offered 
me while he was at this university,
Finally, X extend my loving thanks to my parents for giving me the 
oppertunity to pursue and reach this goal.
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CHAPTER 1
PRELIM IN ARY  RESULTS AND NOTATION
It shall be assumed that the reader of this dissertation is familiar 
with the theory of Riejz spaces and has a basic knowledge thereof. 
For any background information the reader is referred to the standard 
works in this field, Luxemburg and Zaanen's 'Riesz Spaces I1, [9]v 
and Zaanen's 'Riesi; Spaces 111 „ [14],
§1 General Notation
let E be a real Rifesz space. The positive cone of B will, as usual, 
be denoted by E . Assume F is also a real Riesz space. A linear op­
erator T from E into F is sa.*d to be positive if T maps the positive 
cone of E into the positive cone of F. Equivalently, T is positive 
if Tu * 0 in F for all u is 0 in E. If T is positive we write T > 0 
and if T * 0 but T / 0, i.e. there exists some u e E such that 
Tu t 0, then we write T > 0. We say T is strictly'positive if for
every u > 0 in E, it follows that Tu > 0 in F, i.e. Tu H  in F but 
Tu M .
The vector space consisting of all linear operators T:E -► F is de­
moted by L(E,F). It is well known that if we define an ordering <; 
on L(E,F) by T  S S if and only if s-T & 0, for T and S in L(E,F), 
then L(E,F) is a partially ordered vector space. A linear operator
T from E into F is said to be order bounded if for every bounded set
0 in E, the set { |Tu| / u e U } is boxtnded in F* The set L^CEjF) 
of all order bounded linear operators f?:s>rt) 2 into F is clearly a 
vector subspace of L(E,F). In the particular case that F = 1R we shall 
denote the space L(E,F) by E*, and the members of E* are termed 
linear functionals on E. Xf E « F then L(E,F) and L^CE.F) ai*e re­
placed by L(E) and L^(E) respectively. For any T 6 L(E,F), T' will 
denote the adjoint of T. Xf E is nofm complete, we shall denote the 
Banach algebi-a Of all norm bounded, and hence continuous linear op­
erators on E by £(E). We shall denote by E' the subspace of E* 
Consisting of all norm bounded (i.e., continuous) linear func­
tionals. Xf T 6 £(E), then T' e l(E').
From this point onwards we shall understand the word 'operator' to 
mean 'linear ogferator'.
If U is an arbitrary subset of the Riesz space E, the ideal generated
in E by U Will be written as 1(0), and the band generated in E by U
Will be denoted by B(U) or (U). In the case that U = {z} is a
singleton set, we may use the notation I instead of X({z}). Notez
that
■' ; ~ { g e E / |g| n|z| for some n e H )2*
and that if 0 <1 g e B(U), then
g =* sup{ inf(g,nz) / n e N }
([9], theorem 20.2)►
An operator T e L(E,F) is said to be a-order continuous if whenever
ti Ao in E, then Tu 10 in F. We say that T is order continuous if n n ;
whenever x 40 in E, then Tx lo in F, where (x ) is a net in E'. The u a a ex
space of all o-order continuous operators from E into F will be de­
noted by L_(E,F), while that of all order continuous operators from 
E into F Will be denoted by Ln(E,F). We clearly have that 
I<n(E,F) C Lc(E,F) C Lb(E,F). For the case that F - IR, E'n and E'c 
Will denote the spaces of the order continuous and d-order continuous
2
/functionals 011 E respectively. Furthermore if E = F we shall replace
L^(E,F) and L (E,F) by 1j (E) and L (E) respectively, c II c n
§2 Complexification of a haal Rie.sx space
Since the main results of this work use spectral theory and since 
complex spaces play an important role in spectral theory, it is 
highly desirable that we consider a method of obtaining some type 
of complex Riesia space from a real Ri«sz space,
Given the real Riesz space L we make the Cartesian, product 
L X L = { (f,g) / f e 1, g e l )  into a complex vector space in the 
usual manner by defining that
Cfi.St) + (£2 *8 2) 52 (fi+fz.gi+ga), >
(a + iP )(f ,g )  =  (ctf-Pg,(Jf+oig), for ct,ft e IR,
The complex vector space so defined is denoted by L H L  and is called 
the complexification of L, If (£,g) is represented by f+ig, then we 
define Re(f+ig) “ f, where f,g e L, and if E = L-HL then Ra(E) = L. 
By identifying f e l  with the ordered pair (f,0) e itH-lL, the space 
L is embedded in the complex vector space L+iL as a real linear 
subspace,
The above defined complexification is only of inters^ if for each 
element h - f+ig e L+iL, it is possible to define the absolute value 
of h, |h|, such that this absolute value on L+iL coincides with the 
original absolute value on L,
- a- - " . ^
'
Theorem 1.1 ([14]> theorem 91.1)
If L is an Archimedean and uniformly complete real Riesz space then 
sup{ f.cosS + g.sinO / 0 ^ 8 £ 2tt } 
exists in L for all f and g in L.
a
In view of this fact we make the following definition:
Definition 1.2
If E = L+iL is the complexification of the Archimedean uniformly 
complete real Riesz space L, we define an absolute value on E by 
]h| := sup{ f.cos0 + g.sinB / 0 5 0 £ 2ir } 
where h - f+ig and f,g e L,
Clearly |h| e L+ . It is easily seen that the two absolute values 
agree on E.
Having introduced an absolute value on the complex Riesz space E, 
we say that the elements f,g e E are disjoint, written f j_ g, if 
inf(jfj,|g|) = 0.
The following theorem collects together the main characteristics of 
the absolute value.
Theorem 1.3
For L an Archimedean uniformly complete (real) Riesz space, and with 
the absolute value as defined in definition 1.2 and assuming 
throughout that f,g e L, we have
i) |f| 5 |h[, 1g| < |h| and |h| £ |f|+|g|, where h = f+ig.
ii) |h| = 0  if and only if h = 0,
|Xh| = |X||h|,
|h1+h2| ^ |h 11 + j h2| and
4
where h,h1,h2 e L+iL and X e C,
(Dominated Decomposition Property)
If h = f+ig and fi,f2 e L satisfy |h| £ fj+f2, then there ex­
ists h 1}h2 e L+iL such that h = h^+hj with |h11 < ft and 
|h2| < fa.
If hi and h2 are elements of L+iL satisfying |ht■ j_ |h2| then
|h1-h2| = Ihj+h2|
_ jh,|+|h2| —
= I I h !j-1h2| |
“ sup( ih,j,|h2| ).
if+igI = |fl+|g|•
If hj = f!+igt and h2 = f2+ig2 with j f 11 < |f2j and 1
Ig 1 1 2 l,g2 I > then (h, 1 < |h2| .
Proof
i) j.ii) [14], theoirem 91.2. -
iii) r [14], theorem 91.3.
iv)-vi) [14], theorem 91.4.
- a
For the remainder of this section on complexification we shall assume 
that L is Archimedean and, uniformly complete.
Definition 1.4
i) The subset A of L+iL is an ideal in L+iL if A is a complex linear 
subspace of L+iL and if |h| ^ |f| implies h e A whenever f e A 
and h e L+iL.
ii) The set of all real elements in the ideal A will be denoted by 
A .
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
Theorem 1.5 ([14], theorem 91,6)
If A is an ideal in L+iL then, A is an ideal in .L and A = A +iA .3 :c r r
Conversely, if B is an ideal in L} then B+iB is an ideal in L+iL 
and (B+iB)r = B.
‘ , a
Definition 1.6
i) The ideal A in L+iL is called a band In L+iL if the real part
A is a band in L. r
ii) For a non empty subset D of L+iL, the disjoint complement D^, 
of D, is the band
Dd “ { h e L+iL / |hj x |f| for all f e D }
in L+iL.
The following proposition is easily proved using the above defi­
nitions and results.
Proposition T.7
Let L be a Riesz space and let E = L+iL. If U £ L is an arbitrary 
subset of L then the ideal generated by U in L is exactly the real 
part of the ideal generated in E by U, i.e. if $(U) denotes the ideal 
generated in E by U and I (U) the ideal in L generated by U then 
#(U) = l(U)+iI(U).
A similar result holds for bands.
0
Turning now to linear operators on complex Riesz spaces, if T is a 
linear operator from V into W where V and W are both real vector 
spaces then T can be extended uniquely to a linear operator from V+iV 
to W+iW by defining
6
T(f-Kg) := T'f+iTg for all f,g e L. .
The set of all „linear operators L(V,W) from V into W, can thus be 
viewed as a real linear subSpaee of the space of all complex linear 
operators L(V+iV,W+iW) from V+iV into W+iW. The elements of the space 
L(V,W) have the characteristic that T(V) c W and for this reason they 
are called real linear operators from V-HV into W+1W.
If T e L(V+iV,W+iW) define the real linear operators T t and T2 from 
V+iV into W+iW as follows; let x e E , then Tx = y+iz e L+iL. Define
T^x := y, and T2x := z.
It then follows that for any z = x+iy e V+iV 
Tz = TCx+iy) = Tx + iTy
= Tjx+iTnX + i(Tty+T2y)
= I’ j (x+iy) + i (T* (x+iy))
=  t j z  +  i f 2 z
Hence T = T,+T2 From this argument it is clear that T :V+iV -+ W+iW 
is real if and only if T -c T t and T2 = 0.
Definition 1..8
If T is a linear operator: from the complex Riesz space V+iV into the 
complex Riesz space W+iW then T is positive*. ,written- T H .'0, if 
Tu 2 0 for all 0 £ u e V+IV.
It is easily seen that T Ls positive if and only if T is real and 
TjiE -> F is positive in the sense of real Riesz spaces.
Let E and F be real Riesz spaces such that E is Archimedean and 
uniformly complete and F is Dedekind complete (note that Dedekind 
a-completeness implies uniform completeness, so that both E and F 
admit an absolute value). Iti view of the fact that the operator T from 
E+iE into F+iF can be written as T = T i4-T2, it follows that 
L^CEH-iEjF+iF) is the cornplexification of L^(E,F).
7
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Theorem 1.9
Let E be an Archimedean uniformly complete Riesz space and let F be a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space.
i) If T e L^(E,F) is real and h e E+iE then
|Th| :£ |T|C|h|) 
where !T j = sUp{ cos0.Ti+sin6.T2 / 0 £ 0 :$ 2 tt } .
ii) If T e Lb(E+iE,F+iF) and f e E then
- ITf| S |T|-(|f|).
iii) If T e Lfo(E4-iE,F4*iF) then for u e E+
IT j(u) = sup{ |T(f+ig)| / |f+ig| < u > ,
In particular, |Thj |T|(|h|) for all h e L+iE.
Proof
i),ii) [14], lemma 92.5.
iii) [14], lemma 92.6*
. ■ * □
For further results on complex operators the reader is referred to 
[14], §92.
In the case that E is a complex Riesz space many of the results that 
hold in the Riesz space Re(E) can be extended to the whole of E.
Throughout this work we shall, iri the main, be working in (laal and 
complex) Banach lattices * In order to consider the complexification 
of a real Banach lattice it is necessary for tls to know that every 
real Banach lattice is Archimedean and uniformly complete. Since a 
normed Riesz space is immediately Archimedean, a Banach lattice in 
particular is Archimedean. It can also be proved that every Banach 
lattice is uniformly complete ([7], page 2). Such a proof is omitted 
here.
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§3 Spectral Theory
Throughout this section E denotes a complex Banach lattice and we
assume that T e i£(E) unless otherwise stated.
Definition 1.10
i) The resolvent set p(2’) is defined to be the set of all 
complex numbers X such that XX-T is a bisection on E. (Note that 
(XI-T) 1 exists for each X e p(T)<)
ii) For each X e p(T) the resolvent of T at the point X is 
defined to be the operator R(X>T) := (XI-T)
iii) The set theoretic complement of the set p(T) in the complex
,. plane is called the spectrum of T and is denoted by cf(T).
Definition 1.11
i) If there exists a non aero element x e E and a complex number 
X satisfying Tx = Xx, then x is called an eigenvector of T and 
X is called an eigenvalue of T .
ii) The set of all eigenvalues of T is called the point spectrum 
of T and is denoted by o (T). Clearly 0 (T) c °(T)*
iii) For any X e €, the null-space of the operator XI-T is called 
the eigenspace corresponding to X . ( Note that if X is an 
eigenvalue of T, the eigenspa,ce corresponding to X consists 
precisely of the eigenvectors Of T pertaining to X and the point 
zero.)
Iv) If X is an eigenvalue of T, then the dimension of the eigenspnce 
corresponding to X is called the geometric multiplicity of X .
Definition 1.12
We define the real number r(T) by
r(T) := sup{ |X| / X e o(T) }.
We call r(T) the spectral radius of T.
§3 Spectral Theory
Throughout this section E denotes a complex Banach lattice and we 
assume that T e !£(E) unless otherwise stated.
Definition 1.10
i) The resolvent set p(7) is defined to be the set of all 
complex numbers X such that Xl-T is a bisection on E. (Note that 
(XI-T)  ^exists for each X e p(T)«)
ii) For each X e p(T) the resolvent of T at the point X is 
defined to be the operator R(X,T) := (XI-T)'1.
iii) The set theoretic complement of the set p(T) in the complex 
plane is called the spectrum of T and is denoted by cj(T).
Definition 1.11
i) If there exists a non zero element x e E and a complex number 
X satisfying Tx = Xx, then x is called an eigenvector of T and 
X is called an eigenvalue of T.
ii) The set of all eigenvalues of T is called the point spectrum
of T and is denoted by a (T). Clearly o (T) £ c(T).P _iii) For any X e C, the null-space of the operator XI-T is called
the eigenspace corresponding to X . ( Note that if X is an 
eigenvalue of T, the eigenspace corresponding to X consists 
precisely of the eigenvectors of T pertaining to X and the point 
zero.)
iv) If X is an eigenvalue of T, then the dimension of the eigenspace 
corresponding to X is called the geometric multiplicity of \ .
Definition 1.12
We define the real number r(T) by
r(T) := sup{ |X| / X e o(T) >.
We call r(T) the spectral radius of T.
It follows from the above definition that if X e C, then 
|X| > r(T) implies X e p(T).
Proposition 1*1.3 C [3]» proposition 1,8)
i) If T e i(E), then the limit of ||Tn!|^n as n 4 ■* exists and equals 
r(T). .
ii) r(T) = inf{ ||Tn | 1/n / n e IN >.
, a
Definition 1.14
_T is said to be quasx-nilpotent if r(T) =0.
(Note that T is quasi-nilpotent if and <>nly if d(T) - (0)),
Definition 1.15
For X e p(T)j the series Tn/Xn+3' is called the Neumann Series 
for R(\>T) .
Proposition 1.16
i) If IXI > r(T), then the Neumann Series for R(X,T) converges in 
norm to R(\,T) arid we write
fia.T) = In:0Tn/XO+1
ii) If |X| > r(T), then ,
R(X,T)x - Tnx/Xn+1 for all x e E
(convergence being in norm).
Hi) If X > r(T) then TR(X,T) = R(X,T)T.
iv) If T is a positive operator and X > r(T), then 
R(X,T) £ 0 and 0 £ TR(X,T) £ XR(X,T).
Theorem 1.17 (Spectral Mapping Theorem) ([3], Theorem 1.20)
Let T e £(E) and let f be a complex valued function which Is analytic 
on some neighbourhood of d(T), Then f(cJ(T)) = o(f(T)).
b
Preposition 1.18 ([3], proposition 1.12.)
If T' denotes the adjoint of T 6 £(E) then
i) a(T ') = d(T) and ^
ii) R(X,T') = R(X,T)1 for X e P(T), ; 
i.e. (XI’-T1)"1 = ((XI-T)"1)'. <
Proposition 1.19 ([14], lemma 135.1 (ii) )
If 0 < T e £(E) then r(T) e o(T),
■ ■ a
We now discuss briefly the case of an isolated pont of the spectrum. 
Recall that an isolated point of a set is a point which is not a 
cluster point,
Proposition 1.20 ([3], pages 29 - 31)
Suppose Xq is an Isolated point of the specttum o(T) where T s «C(E).
i) There exist sequences (An), (B^) contained in .t(E) such that
xa.T) -  2  A +  I ■ C X - A j " ' 1 I  .* ' ^n-Q v Cr n ^n=0 v (r n 
This series representation of R(X,T) is valid for all X e C
satisfying 0<|Xi-Xg|<6, where 0 < 6 is such that all of o(T)
except Xq lies on or outside the circle |X-Xq | = 6.
ii) The sequences (A^) and (B^) are such that
®n+l = and t'rierefore i
^n+1 = ^ X 0I)nBi for all n e IN, and !
A - (T-X»I)A ... and hence n 0 n+1’
(T-X0I)A0 = Bj-t,
a
Definition 1.21
If T e #(E) and Xq is an isolated point of d(T), then Xq is said to
be a pole of R(\,T) of order m if B i 0 and B ,, =0. r ’ ra m+1
Proposition 1.22 ([3], proposition 1.40)
If T e £(E) and Xq is an isolated point of o(T)-, then Xq is a pole 
of R(X,T) of order m if and only .if (XqI-T)1" = 0 and 
(XqI-T)"1'1 b1 i 0.
' . D
We now consider the case that T is a Riesz operator.
Definition 1 * 23
i) For X and Y complex Banach spaces, the linear mapping T from X 
into Y is said to be compact if for every bounded sequence (f ) 
in X, the corresponding sequence (Tfn) in Y contains a norm 
convergent sub-sequence.
ii) For T e £(E) define the number k(T) by
k(T) = inf{ IT-C1 / C e f(E), C is compact h  
If ( K(Tn) ) ^ n -> 0 as n -> **j then T is called a Riesz 
operator.
Theorem 1.24 ([3]) theorem 3.14)
Let T be a Riesz operator. Then
i) o(T) is countable and has no cluster point except possibly zero.
ii) d(T)\{0} C o (T) and each non zero element of d(T) is a polelrof the resolvent of T.
12
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Let X be a non zero point in d(T). Denote by m(X) the orde'i 
of the pole at X.
iii) For all n e IN, N{(XI-T)n} is finite dimensional, (where N{S) 
denotes the null space of the operator S) and
m(X) = min{k e IN / N{ (XX-T)k+1}> = N{(\I~T)k>.
iv) For all n e IN, R{(XI-T)n} is finite dimensional, (where R{S} 
denotes the range of the operator S) and
m(X) = min{k e IN / R{(Xl-T)k+1 }} = R{(XI-T)k).
v) The B 1s !of proposition 1,20 are operators of finite rank.
□
It is necessary to define the concept of the 'algebraic multiplicity' 
of an eigenvalue. In most cases this concept is defined in terms of 
'the spectral projection', which we shall not make use of in this 
dissertation, For this reason we make the following equivalent de­
finition .
Definition 1.25
If X is a non zero point in d(T) andi m(X) denotes the order of the 
pole of the resolvent at X, then the algebraic multiplicity of X, 
d(X), is defined as
d(,V) := dim( N{(XI-T)m(X) } )
For the equivalence of this definition and the one in terms of the 
spectral projection, the reader is referred to [3], theorem 3.14.
Further information on spectral theory may be found in [3] or on 
pages 601 to 613 of [14].
§4 f-A lgebras
The latter part of §140, and the majority of §142 of [14] deals ex­
tensively with f-algebras and their properties. This section then 
will only briefly outline f-algebras and mention some of their 
properties.
The real Riesz space E is called a Riesz algebra if E has an asso­
ciative multiplication defined on it satisfying the usual algebra 
properties, and with the additional condition that if u t 0 and
V t 0 in E then the product uv t 0. If in addition to the above 
condition we also have that inf(u,v) - 0 implies 
infCuwjv) = 0 - inf(wu,v) for all 0 £ w e E, then E is called an 
f-algebra.
The multiplication on an f-algebra satisfies ]xy] ~ |xf|y|. Fur­
thermore if E is Archimedean then the multiplication cm the Riesz 
algebra E is commutative. In the case that E is an Archimedean uni­
formly complete f-algebra, we can extend tt*e multiplication on E to 
the cornplexification E+iE as follows! if x = a+ib and y « c+id, 
where a,b,c,d are in Ej then xy i~ (ac-bd)+i(ad+bc). With this mul­
tiplication on E+iE we have that if x,y,z e E+iE such that 
infC|x|,|y|) = 0, then inf(|zxjs |y|) = 0 = inf(|xz|, |y|). Of course 
it still holds true that if u,V £ 0 in E+iE then UV £ 0 in E+iE. In 
[7] it is shown that if in addition to being Archimedean and uni­
formly complete, tho f-algebra E is also semiprime, then for 
x = a+ib e E+iE, |x| » (a2 + b2)^ . Note in particular that an 
Archimedean f-algebra possesing an order unit is semiprime ([14], 
theorem 142.5).
§5 Orthomorphisms
A real linear operator U on the real Riesz space E is said to be an 
orthomorphism if it is order bounded and inf(|x|,|y|) - 0 implies 
inf ( |Ux| , |y| ) - 0. The set of orthoriiorphisms on E will be denoted 
by Orth(E)i If E is an Archimedean Riesz space then Orth(E) can be 
made into an Archimedean f-algebra with multiplicative unit by de­
fining a multiplication on Orth(E) as follows: for e ®rth(E) 
the product defined by
ir^^Ch) := it - (it0h) for all h e E.1 2  1 Z
If I denotes the identity operator on E then the ideal generated in 
Orth(E) by I is called the centre of E and is denoted Z(E). It fol­
lows that ir e Z(E) implies that there exists 0 £ X e R such that 
|irx| £ X|x| for all x e E. If E is a Banach lattice then 
Orth(E) = Z(E) C[14]„ corollary 144.3),
It can also be shown that if E is uniformly complete then so too is 
Orth(E). Hence if E is a uniformly complete Archimedean Riesz space 
we may consider the complexification 0rth(E)+i0rth(E) of Orth(E).
If E is an Archimedean f-algebra and u e E we define an operator ir 
on E by
ttx u x  for all x  e E.
It then follows that it e Orth(E) ([14], theorem 141.1). Furthermore, 
if it is an orthomorphism on E , then there exists an element u e E 
such that
nf = uf for all f e E
([14], theorem 141.1).
If E is Archimedean and uniformly complete, then an order bounded 
linear operator U on E+iE is an element of 0rth(E)+i0rth(E) if and 
only if inf(|z|,|w|) = 0 implies that inf ([Uz| , [w| ) = 0 for
z,w e E+iE. We say that an order bounded operator U is an 
orthomorphism on E+iE if U e Orth(E)+iOrth(E).
It follows from the above two paragraphs that if u is an 
orthomorphism on E+iE, where E is a uniformly complete Archimedean 
Riesz space with multiplicative unit, then there exists some u e E+iE 
such that
ttx = ux for all x e E+iE.
In fact, the correspondence between the points of E+iE and the 
orthomorphisms on E+iE can be shown to be a Riesz homomorphism.
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CHAPTER 2
IDEAL IR RED U C IBLE  OPERATORS
The aim of this chapter is to show, using the proof of B. de Pagter 
([10]), that the conjecture by Schaefer, that a positive compact 
ideal irreducible operator on a Banach lattice (of dimension greater 
than one) has a strictly positive spectral radius, ([11], §V.6), is 
true.
Definition 2.1
Let E be a (real or complex) Banacl- lattice and let T _ e £(E). If U 
is a subspace of E such that T(U) £ U then we say that U is T- 
iavariant .
Definition 2.2
If E is a Banach lattice and T e £(E), then T is said to be ideal- 
irreducible, or Simply irreducible, if the only closed T-invariant 
ideals in E are {0} and E itself. (Note that {0} is closed in E be­
cause E, being a normed space, is Hausdorff and every finite set is 
hence closed. ([4], VII 1.4)).
Proposition 2.3
Let T e £(E), where E is a normed complex Riesz space, such that 
T > 0 and T is irreducible, and let 0 < x e E. Then there does not 
6x.ist an n e IN such that Tnx = 0, i.e, Tnx > 0 for all n e IN.
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Proof
Suppose there does exist an n £ II such that Tnx = 0. Let m be the
least such natural number and define z := Tm > 0, Let X be thez
ideal generated in E by z. Let s be an arbitrary element of I , thenz
+ I Ithere exists X e R such that | s | < XiT. It then follows that
s |Ts| < T 1s| £ XTz a XTmx = 0
which implies that Ts = 0, Since 0 e 1 , we conclude that Ts e I ,1 z ’ __ z
It follows that I is T invariant and hence the closure I is T~ a _  z
invariant. Since T is irreducible we must have that I - E, since' ' . z , i. z i 0. However in the course of our proof we have shown that T ^ 0
on I and hence by continuity, on the closure I . Thus T = 0 on E
Z  Z
which contradicts the fact that T > 0. Thus Tnx > 0 for all n e SnI .
Q
The . following proposition highlights a number if interesting and 
useful facts related to positive ideal irreducible operators.
Proposition 2.4
Let E be a complex Banach lattice and let O S T e  £(E). Then the , 
following statements are equivalent.
i) T is irreducible.
ii) For each 0 i x e E , the closed ideal generated in E by 
{ Tnx / n e IN } is exactly E.
iii) For all 0 < x e E and for all 0 < f e E 1 there exists an m e IN 
such that f(Tm(x)) > 0.
Proof
i) ii): Let J be the closed ideal generated in E by 
{ Tnx / n e IN } . For each y e J there exists , all ele-r ■ments of IR, where p is some natural number depending on the partic­
ular y, and n(l) ,n(2),. . . ,n(p), elements of IN such that
i i ^ V P _lyI s 4=^ \ T x •
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Then |Ty| S T|y| which is an element of J, and hence Ty e J. It 
follows that J is T-invariant and hence that J = CO} or J = E. We 
show J i {0}, Since the zero operator leaves all ideals invariant, 
it must follow that T > 0. By proposition 2.3, Tnx > 0 for all 
n e IN, and thus J {0}. Hence J must then be precisely E as re­
quired. -- ,
ii) i): Bet {0} £ I £ E be a closed T-invariant ideal in E.
a|t . . .Choose 0 f x e I . For all n e IN we have that T x e I and therefore 
{ Tnx / n e IN } £ I, which implies that the closed ideal generated 
in E by the collection { Tnx / n e IN } is contained in t. By as­
sumption however this ideal is exactly E and it follows that
I = E, from which we infer that T is irreducible.
ii) -v iii): Assume that 0 < x0 e E and 0 < f e E 1. Let 
J := { x e E / f(|x|) = 0 }. Then J is the null ideal of f. It is 
easily seen that J is closed in E. Since f > 0, there exists an x, 
0 £ x ,e E, such that f(x) > 0 and hence J i E. In view of the as­
sumption, We cannot have / ri e IN } £ J otherwise J = E. Thus 
there exists an n e IN such that Tnx0 4- J) i*e. , f(]Tnx0|) i 0. Since 
Tnx„ 0 and f 2: 0, it follows that £(TnX|,) > 0.
iii) *»■ ii): Suppose that iii) is true but that ii) fails to hold. 
Then there exists an x0, 0 < x0 6 E, such that the closed ideal 
generated by J { Tnx0 / n e IN } is a proper subset of E. Ac­
cording to the Hahn Banach theorem there exists a g e E' such that 
g f 0 but g(x) = 0 Sox all x e J+ . Let f := |g| . Then for x e J we 
have
f(x)-|g|(x)
= sup{ ig(y)1 / 0 S |y| S x )
= 0 (since if |y| £ x, then y e J.)
In particular for any n e IN, f(Tnx„) = 0 which contradicts iii),
“ ’ a
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Proposition 2.5
Let E be a complex Banach lattice and let 0 & T e £(E) be irreduc 
ible. If 0 < x e E and |\| > r(T), then R(X,T)x > 0.
R(X,T)x > 0,
..............  D
Definition 2.6
Let E be a Banach lattice (real or complex) and let x e E. We sAy 
that x is a qua si-interior point of E if the closure 1^ of the idefil 
generated by x in E, is precisely E.
Proposition 2.7
Let 0 < T e £(E) where E = L+iL is a Banach lattice. If T is irre­
ducible, than R(X,T)x is a quasi-interior point of E for each 
X > r(T) and for each x > 0. :
Proof
Firstly let T e f(l) where L is a real Banach lattice, and let
X > r(T) and x > 0. If z e then so too is Tz, for if
l l *f ■ |z| £ kR(X,T)x for some K e IR , then
|Tz| £ T|z| <; kTR(X,T)x S (k X)R(X,T)x . !
Hence I-jj^  -j^ x > an^ consequently the closure -^ Jx* *S
invariant. ;|
_ . r
Thus 1^^ = (0} or Ij^ ~ L. The fact that R(X,T)x i 0 
(proposition 2.5) then shows that 1^^ = L* i.e., R(X,T) is; a 
quasi-interiot point in L.
Proof
In view of proposition 1.16 we can write R(X,T)x as
R(X,T)x = l ^ Q Tkx/Xk+1. 
kFrom proposition 2.3, T x > 0 for each k e IN, and thus
Suppose now that 0 < X e E -  L+iL and that 0 < T e  £ (E). Then 
0 < T e £(L). Also because 0 < x e E it follows from what was said 
above that = L (where the ideal generated and the norm
closure are taken with respect to L). Thus the norm closure in 
E = L+iL of the ideal ^  generated by R(\,T)x in E is exactly 
E, i.e.,
IR(X,T)x + iIR(X,T)x “ ^(X.TJx + i:CR(X,T)x = U i L  = E‘
D
Proposition 2.8
Let E be a complex Banach lattice. Suppose that T e £(E) and that 
Tu is a quasi*interior point of E for all 0 < u e E. Then T is ir­
reducible.
Proof
L(it J be a non-zero closed T-invariant ideal in E. If 0 < x e J then
Tx e J and hence I„ C J, i.e., E C J. Thus E = J and we concludeTx ’ 3
that T is irreducible. ;
D
Letnma 2.9
Let L be a real Banach lattice with quasi-interior point. If
0 5 u S jf j in L, then there exists a sequence (tt^ ) in Z(L) such that
tt f -> u in norm and Itt I £ I for all n e IN (where I denotes the n n
identity operator on L).
Proof
Suppose 0 i* « is a quasi-interior point of L. We may assume that 
w i 0 ([9], page 135). Further, without loss of generality we may 
assume that |f| S w, (for if not, consider w' := sUp(w,|f|)). So
0 £ u £ |f| £ w.
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It is well known that I is an Archimedean f-algebra with multipli­
cative unit w. Since it is true that |f|+n *w £ n *w, for all 
n e IN, it follows from [14]*, theorem 146.3, that (|f|+n ^w) * 
istss Noting this, define
ex-
pn := uf((|f|+n ^w) '*')2 for all n e
Because I is en f-algebra, p e l  for all n e IN. w & n w Furthermore,
IPn l * |uf(|fl+n'^w)"2! ;
- = ]u| |f j 1 (|-f|+n V ) " 2! ----
< |f | jf | | (|f |+n~1w)"'^ |
= |f|2(|£|+ri"1w)~2 
, 5 (|fi+n 1w)2(|fl+n ^w) 2
= w, '. ■
and using the fact that every Archimedean f-algebra is commutative 
([14], theorem 140.10),
Pnf = uf(jf j+n"V)'2f
... “ u.f2(|f|+n"1w)“2
5 u(lf|+n"1w)2(|fi+n"lw)'2
- uw
- u 1
Therefore p f S u for each ri e W. rn
Hence 0 £ u“Pn^ = u Uf(|f|+ii ^w) 2f 
= u-uf2(|f|*fn aw) 2
,= u-u|fi2(if|+n“1w)“2 (f2 = |f|2)
= u[w-)f |2(|f l+n^w)"2] ^
a u[(|f |+n"’Lw)2-|£|2] (|£|+n 1w)"2 
= [2n“1u|f|+n”2u](|£|+n"1w)"2 
a 2n"1(u|f|+(2n)"1u)(|£|+n"1w)‘'2 
£ 2n'1(|f|2+(2n)"1|l!|)(|£|+n'"1w)“2 
= 2n [ (| f |+(4n) ,1'w)2-(4n) 2w][|f|+n *w] 2.
But |f|+(4n)"1w £ |f|+n-1w.
Thus 0 £ u-p f S 2n"1[(|f|+n"1w)2‘-(4n)"2w](|f|+n":Lw)”2
£ 2n *[(|f|+n 1w)2+(4n) 2w](|f|+n ^w) 2 
= 2n'1[w+4_2(n"1w)2(|f|+n "iw)"2]
5 ■2n“1[w+4"2(|fl+ii-1#)2 (Ifl+n^w)"2]-1 -2  = 2n [w+4 w]
= (17/8) w/n.
Hence u-p^f ■* 0 w-uniformly in Iw<
We now define the orthomorphism irn on Iw by
ir x p x for each x e X . n rn w
Note that this is an orthomorphism by [14], theorem 141.1. By the 
same theorem it follows that |nn | then pettaihS to the element 
|pn l'» the identity orthomorphism on I pertains to w.
Now if x 2: 0 in I then for any n e IN w J
I IT IX ” Ip |x £ WX  -  X  =  Ix,' n 1 lfn'
i.e., I it ! 5 I for each n e N. Therefore ir e Z(L) for each n e IN ’ n 1 n
([14] > PaSe 659) and hence is norm bounded on, Iw> ([14], theorem 
144.3), i.e.jir is continuous on I for all n e IN. Using the fact/ > > n w o
that 1 - L, we can extend ifn !Iw ■+ *w by continuity to a unique 
continuous mapping ir from L into L. (See [12], 1.6.4 theorem 2).
Since ftr | £ X for all n e IN, it is easily seen that for each n e IN
l^n I SI, from which it follows that this extension is an n 1
orthomorphism on L for each n e D.
Because ir f ■+ u w-uniformly on X and f e I (If I £ w), and because n w w -
tt is just the restriction of If . we have that v f •+ u w-uniformly, n n n
and since relative uniform convergence implies convergence in norm 
we have that £ converges in norm to u as n *► »,
Proposition 2 JO
If E is a complex Banach lattice such that the dimension of E is 
greater than one and if 0 < T e .'C(E) is a positive compact quasi-
p
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nilpotent linear operator, then there exists a non-trivial closed 
T-invariant ideal in E.
Proof
Suppose E - L+iL, then because T is positive, T e £(L). Suppose now 
that the result is true for a real Banach lattice, then there exists
I c L such that I is a non trivial closed T-invariant ideal, It 
follows that J := I+il is a closed non-trivial T-invariant ideal in 
E. Thus it remains to prove the theorem for the case of real Banach 
lattices.
Assume that L is a real Banach lattice. Since T > 0 there exists u, 
0 < u e L, such that Tu > 0. Define Sn := 2~k (Tku)/(||T||k),
which is an element of L. Then for all m < n,
I V sJ  5 2'k M  -
|0 as m -► »»
Thus (S^) is a Cauchy sequence in L which is a Banach lattice and
hence there exists w e L such that S •+ w in norm. However S f andn n'
thus S f w, i.e., w * J " 2“k(Tku)/(fiT|k). Note that n •-’K—u
w s 2"1 Tu/)Jt|| > o.
The principal ideal I generated by w in E is T-invariant, for ifW
0 S v e I i then 0 i Kw for some K e IR , i.e.,
W
and hence
0 £ v £ kik*Q 2“k (TkU)/(||Tlk)i
0 S T v ^  Tk+1U/C2k ||Tlk)
= 2K|T||/!k:0Tk+1u/(2k+1|!Tlk+1)
£ 2K | T  I) 2 k^ 0Tku/ ( 2k fl T  ||k ) 
a 2K||T||w.
Hence Tv e I . It has thus been shown that 1 . is T-invariant and w ___ __ w
consequently so too is the closure I . If I i* L then T~ is a non­. W w w
trivial closed T-invariant ideal, and the proof is complete. Alter­
natively 1^ = 1 and, from here on we may assume that L has a 
quasi-interior point.
The following notational definitions are now required;
S+ (T) := { 0 <j R e nb(L) / RT = TR },
2+ := { 0 5 S e Lb(L) / 0 S S S R for some R in i?+(T) },
£: = { S,-S2 / Sj,S2 e |+ }. . .
Firstly, one can easily verify that $ is a linear subspace of 
and secondly we claim that if S e $ and it £ Z(L) then TfS e $. To see 
this let S = S^Sj, 0 £ S^Sj e L^CL) and Ri>R2 e 8^ *(T) such that 
0 S Sj[ S R ^  i = 1,2. Then
' ' irS = jCSj-Sj)
= ir+S, " -irtsa - ir-S, + tt"s 2
•4* *• *4* h
i =  (ir S!+ tt S 2) - (it S a+ir Si).
*j* 4. ■»Now Si £ 0 and ir £ 0, therefore ir S, > 0. Similarly rrS2 > 0, and
•f - hence ir St + it S2 £ 0. Also
ir+s 1+ir“s 2 < |if|Si+|lr|Sa -
< XS-j+XSj
£ X(Ri+R2) for some X e R+ .
For this specific X,
X(Ri+R2)T = X(R,T+R2T)
- X(TR,+TRa) (Rt,R2 e g+ (T))
= XT(Rj+R2)
= T(X(R,+R2)).
Thus X(R,+R2) 6 lfi'f(T).
So 0 < tt^ S i+tt""S2 £ X(R!+R2) and X(Ri+R2) e $+(T), from which it 
follows that tt SfHr S2 e $ . Similarly ir S24-tt S| e J and therefore 
ITS e
Thirdly it is easily checked, using the fact that T 2: 0, that $ e $ 
implies that TS e J.
For all f e L, wa define $[f] !* { Sf / S e | }. It is easy to that 
for each f e L, $[f] is a T-invariant subspace of L. Our next claim
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is that #[£] is an ideal in L, We have already observed that #[f] 
is a vector subspace and consequently so too is $[£]. Suppose now 
that 0 5 u £ ] Sf | in L, where S e $, By lemma 2.9 there exists 
(Trn) £ Orth(L) (with lir | ^ X for all n e IN) such that ir (Sf) ■+ u 
in norm. Now irnS e # for all n e and therefore ir^ CSf) e #[f] for 
all n 6 IN Which implies that u e }[fj.
Now let 0 £ v e I$££j> (the ideal generated in L by $[f]). Then there
at
0 * v * Iki \  fkl •
exist f e  $[£] such th
where e R+ for k = 1,...,n.
In other wox'ds there exist Si,...S e $ such thatn
o s v * lklj |sKs|.
Now by the Dominated Decomposition Property ([14], theorem 91.3) 
there exist Vj,...V in L satisfying 0 ^ v, S ^i*^ ^or  ^~
and such that v = v ..^k-1 i
By What we have proved above, v^ e |[f] for i - 1,,. .,n, and thus
V e # [£]. It has thus been shown that 5 [f ] C c I[f] > and it
must then follow that 1^^  = $[£]. However being an ideal
implies that its norm closure is an ideal, ([11], XI 5.2 corollary 
1). Hence f |f] is a closed ideal in L which is T-invariant.
If we can now show that ihere exists a non-zero £ e L such that 
|[f] i L, then we shall be through. To this end let us suppose that 
Jffj - L for ail f e L\{0}. Let 0 S u s L such that Tu > Oj let 
d := -ilTujl > 0, 6 := ||u|, and let K := min{ 6,d/||T|| }.
Define A { z e L / ||z-u|| < K }, It follows that ,<3 lias the fol­
lowing properties;
0 i It for otherwise there exists (x ) U  such that X ■+ 0 in norm. r tv n
Thus there exists an N e IN such that n £ N implies that 
||X | < i|u||. Choose such an n, then
||u|| s ||u-x +x |u i. i n n 1
I n l I n l
< K+llxJI
^ ij|u||+i|u|
= ||uI which is a contradiction.
0 ^ T(j<I): for otherwise there exists (y ) e T(j3) such that yn -+ 0
in norm, i.e.,there exists a sequence (x ) C d such that Txn ->■ 0 in
norm. Consequently there exists an N e !N such that n 5: N implies that
||Tx | < -J||Tu|| = d. Choose such an n, then
1 Tu|| = lTu-Tx +Tx |M i n n n"
< llTu-Tx ||+|Tx |
< «T  ? II. u |+ 1| T x  |
s I ‘ ;
< ih (a/iT j| )+||Txn | - ,
< d+ jjTx  | '
' ^ 2 I|Tu ||+i ||Tu |
= |Tu||, a contradiction.
is norm bounded: for if z e J then
Jz|( = j|z-u+u|j s
S ||z-u||+||u|
" < K+j|u||.
If f e T(a3) then f ? 0 and therefore $[f] - L by assumption. Fix 
f e T(a3). Since u e $[f] = L, V (1 $'[f] t $ for all open sets V con­
taining u. In particular, n$[f] r <j>. Thus there exists e } such
that S-f e No w S. is norm bounded and hence continuous, so let f f
Ag be an open neighbourhood of f such that
We then have that { jd / f e T(j5) } is an open cover of T'(«ifl) which 
is a compact subspace of L. Consequently there exist 
f (1) . ,. . . ,f (n) e T(«d) such that T(^) £ U , ^ ^ ,  where the union is 
taken over i = l}2,...,n. :
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Let Ai  and := for 1 “ l , 2,...,n.
Since Tu 6 TOd) C T(j0), there exists j(l) e { > satisfying
Tu e A. f.i, and therefore S.(...(Tu) 6 A. This then implies that j(l) ____  J Cl J
T(Sj(1)(Tu)) e TU) = T(^).
Repeat the above argument with Tu replaced by TS^ ^  (Tu). Repeating 
this argument, we obtain a sequence { j(m) / tn e ft } contained in 
{ 1, • • • »n } such that gm := S, (m)TS. .. .TS,. (J}Tu e A for
Dl ' 1 | 2 ) • • I • ;
Now each ej[f] so that = S 1^  - S2 .^ where
0 < S l, S R l. for some R 1. e 8+ (T), and 0 £ S2 . < R2 . for some 3 J J J 3
R2 . e g+ (T).J
Define C := max{ ||Rj fl / j — l,...,n and i = 1,2 }.
Then
|g | = |S.‘, .T...S.,..Tu| m 1 ‘ j(m) j Cl) 1
£ (R* v+R2 ., .)T...(R1.,1.+R2,,1.)Tu . j(m) J(m) J(1) J Cl)
Since T commutes with all the R ^ ^ ' s ,  where i = 1,2 and k = 1,.. .m,
I*.,'
k j  s 3-• • iiRlj(1)+R,j(1)Siijni i“i
S(2C)m t|Tm |! ||u|| for all m e IN.
This inequality then implies that
||gj1/ra £ 2G||u!|1/m|!Tm ||1/m for all m e IN.
In view of the hypothesis, ljTm ||1^ra ■+ 0, and it then follows that 
IlgJI1/”1 -♦ 0* and immediately we have that g^ 0 in norm.
Now e e A for all m e IN, and therefore 0 e A, which is a contra- °ra
diction slhce we proved earlier that this was not possible. It has 
thus been proved that there does exist a non-zero f e L such that 
J[f] * L. 4
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Theorem 2.11 (de Pagter's Theorem)
If T is a positive compact irreducible operator in £(E) where E is 
a complex Banach lattice of dimension greater than one, then 
r(T) > 0.
Proof
Suppose r(T) = 0, then T is quasi-nilpotent and hence by proposition 
2.10 there exists a non-trivial closed T-invariant ideal in E, con­
tradicting the fact that T is irreducible. Thus r(T) > 0.
. n
Note that we have to exclude the possibility that the dimension of 
E is one in theorem 2.11 for in this case the zero operator satisfies 
the conditions of the hypothesis but r(T) = 0, where T is the zero 
operator. If we wish to include the case that the dimension of E is 
one then we must insist that T is not the zero operator, and the 
conclusion of 2.11 is still valid.
We now make use of proposition 2.11 to prove an Ando-Krieger type 
result for (ideal-) irreducible operators.
Proposition 2.12
Let E be a complex Banach lattice with dim(E) > 1, and let T e £(E) 
be a positive irreducible operator on E. Suppose that S,Q e  1 ( E )  are 
such that 0 < S £ Q, and suppose further that Q is compact. If 
S £ Tn for sonie natural number n, then r(T) > 0.
Proof
Consider first the case that S itself is compact. Fix X > r(T). The 
resolvent R(X,T) then has the property that R(X,T)u is a quasi­
interior point of E for all 0 < u e E, (proposition 2.7). Define 
A := R(X,T)S; then A 2 0. In fact we have that A t 0. To see this,
+there exists an x e E such that Sx > 0, hence by proposition 2.5 
R(X,T)Sx > 0, i.e., Ax t 0.
It is also true that A is compact. This follows from the fact that 
X > r(T) implies that X e p(T), Which in turn implies that 
R(X,T) e £(E). It then follows that because S is compact, so too is 
A.
Define N : = { f e E / S | f | = 0 } .  Evidently N is an A-invariant s s
ideal. Further, N is closed in E for if x e N~' then there exists a _  5 s - s
sequence (x ) £ N such that x -► x in norm. Thus ^ n' s n
IS( |x|) | =  S |x |1
< SC|x‘-xn | + |xn |)
= Sjx-xJ+SjxJ 
= S|x-xJ,
which implies that ||S(|xJ)| £ |S jx-x^J | S fsUjx-x^jj, and this last
term can be made arbitrarily-small. Thus ||S(|x|)|| - 0. It follows
immediately that S|x| = 0, from which we infer that x e N , and that
N is closed in E. s
Because N is closed we may consider the quotient space E/N , and s s
because N is A invariant the operator A„ induced by A on E/N , which s s
is given by
is well defined. Since A is compact so too is A„ ([3], theorem 2.14).
We now claim that r(A0) ^ r(A). In order to show this, let y e C such
that | > r(A). Then for x e N •s .
A0[f] := [Af] for all [f] e E/N ,s
I R ( v »A)x| £ | R ( y , A )|| x| 
= R(H,A)|x|
since for k > 0, (R(X,T)S)^|x| = 0 because S|x| = 0.
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It thus follows that R(vt,A)x 6 N , since N is an ideal; thus ifs s
|u| > r(A) then Ng is R(v,A)-invariant.
Now let [x] ft be such that (iiI“A0)[x] “ 0, (where it is under­
stood that 0 represents the zero element of the space E/N), then
[vix-Ax] = 0 and so ]ix-Ax e N . But then R(y ,A) (viI-A)x e N whichs s
means that (yl-A) '*'(viI"A)x e N , i.e., x e N . From this we deduces s
that [xj =0. It is clear that (yI-A0)[0] = 0. Thus we< have that 
if |y| > r(A) then (viI-A0)[x] - 0 if and only if : >1 = 0. Furtheri 
more |}i| > r(A) implies that y e p(A) Which in turn implies that the 
range of the operator yl-A is the whole of L, from which it follows 
immediately that the range of the operator |iI-A0 is the whole of the 
quotient space E/Ng. We have thus shown that if |vi| > r(A) then 
li e p(A0). Using the definition of the spectral radius we deduce that 
r(A0) < r(A).
We next show that A„ is an irreducible operator and to this end We
make use of proposition 2.8. Let 0 £ u e E such that [u] > 0 in
E/N . Clearly u fi N . If Su = 0 then S|u| = 0  which means that s s
u e Ng which is a contradiction. Thus Su > 0. Using proposition 2.7,
we have that Au = R(X,T)Su is a quasi-Interior point of L. It then
follows that [Au] - A„[u] is a quasi-interior point of E/N , ([11],s
II corollary 1 of proposition 6.2). Proposition 2.8 then implies that 
AD is irreducible, and theorem 2.11 then yields that r(A0) > 0. From 
what was shown above, namely that r(A0) £ r(A), we have that 
r(A) > 0. '
Now by hypothesis 0 < S £ Tn for some n e IN.
Hence 0 £ A - R(X,T)S
S R(X,T)Tn (since X > r(T) implies that R(\,T) S: 0) 
which means that r(A) £ r(R(X,T)Tn). It is then evident that 
rCRfXjTJT11) > 0, Thus by the spectral mapping theorem, r(T) > 0. 
This completes the proof if S is compact,
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Suppose now we only have that 0 < S 5 Q, where Q Is compact; again 
let X > r(T). Now (R(X,T)S)3 > 0, and to see this suppose that 
(R(X,T)S)3 = 0. It then follows that (R(X,T)S)zz = 0 for all 
z e Ij^ tjsu’ however 1^^ T)Su *S c*ense n^ ® because R(XT)Su is a 
quasi-Interior point (propositions 2.5 and 2.7), and therefore 
(R(X,T)S)2 = 0 on E ([12], 1.6.4, theorem 1). Repeating the same 
argument again we can show that R(X,T)S = 0 on E, but this contra­
dicts the fact that A = R(X,T)S t 0 on E, Hence (R(X,T)S)3 > 0.
So we have 0 S R(X,T)S 5 R(X,T)Q, where the latter composite opera­
tor is compact. It then follows from a well known theorem of 
Aliprantis and Burkinshaw ([14], theorem 124.5) that (R(X>T)S)J is 
compact. We once again make Use of proposition 2.8 to prove that 
R(X,T)Tn is irreducible . Let u > 0 in E, then Tnu > 0 (by proposi­
tion 2.3). By proposition 2.7, R(X/f)Tnu is a quasi-interior point, 
from which we conclude that R(\,T)Tn is irreducible.
We now have exactly the same situation as the first part of the proof 
with T and S replaced by R(X,T)Tnand (R(X,T)S)3 respectively. We thus 
deduce that r(R(X,T)Tn) > 0. Invoking the spectral mapping theorem 
yields r(T) >0.
1 " D
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CHAPTER 3 
BAND IRRED U C IBLE  OPERATORS
The main result of chapter two was theorem 2,11 which we proved using 
a method of de Pagter. The goal of this chapter then is twofold; 
firstly we shall obtain the Ando-Krieger Theorem as a result of 
theorem 2,11 and secondly we shall show that 2.11 also holds for 
c-order continuous band irreducible operators. The results in this 
chapter are, in the main, taken from the two papers of Grobler, [5] 
and [6].
In definition 2.2 we introduced the concept of an ideal irreducible 
operator. We now generalise this concept to include not only ideals, 
but bands as well.
Definition 3.1
Let E be a Banach lattice and let T e J£(E). We say that T is band 
irreducible if the only T-invariant bands in E are {0} and E itself.
If A is a band in the (complex) Riesz; space E such that E - A © A^, 
the projection of E onto A is defined by P^(x) I25 aj, where
dx = fli+flj with ai e A and a2 e- A , The Riesz space E is said to have
J
th? projection property if E - B © B for all bands B in E,
Proposition 3.2
Let E be a complex Riesz space with the projection property. If
0 < T e 1(E) then T is band irreducible if and only if
P,„d. T P„ > 0 for every non-trivial band B in E,(.B ) 13
Proof
Assume T is band irredueibla. Let B be a band in E such that
{0} r B c-E, (where c denotes proper Inclusion). Then since T is band
*4*irreducible, B is not T-invariant. Consequently there exists z e B
such that Tz i B. This means that ant* t'illUs
P,„dN TtP^z) f 0 (because P-z = z). However, since T > 0 and every (,13 ) a 13
projection is positive, it follows that T P^ ^ 0, and we may
hence conclude that T Pg > 0.
Conversely suppose that T Pq > 0 for each band B in E. Assume
now that B is a band in E which is T-invariant. SUpposfe further that 
1 + B {0} and B i* E. Because T Pg> > 0* there exists 0  ^x e E -
such that T P^C*) > 0. Let y != Pfix; then y e B and
P^d^(Ty) > 0. It follows that Ty ?! B and thus B is not T-invariant, 
which is a contradiction to the assumption. So either B = {0} or 
B =* E, i.e.j the only T-invariant bands in E are {0} and E, which 
implies that T Is band irreducible.
. n
We shall now prove results analogous to those proved in propositions 
2.3, 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8, for the case that T Is a band irreducible 
d«order continuous operator.
Proposition 3,3
Let E be a complex Banach lattice and let 0 < T e 1(E) be a band 
irreducible o-order continuous operator. Then Tnx .* 0 for all 
n e IN, whenever 0 < x e E.
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Proof
Suppose there exists an n0 e IN such that Tn°x = 0 , where x is some 
non~ze.ro positive element in E. Let n be the least such natural 
number. If z := Tn Sc, then z > 0. Denote by B(z) the band in E 
generated by z. Then B(z) = {z}+i{z}j where {z} denotes that band 
in Re(E) generated by z.
If x e (z), then |x( e {z} and thus
|x | = sup{ inf(|x| ,nz) / it e IN }. -
Since T is o-order continuous it follows that
T)x| = sup{ T(inf(|x|,nz)) / n e IN } .
However
0 £ T(inf(|x| jnz)) £ nTz - 0 for all h e IN, 
a.nd thus T|x| = 0. It follows that Tx = 0 for all x e (z), and con­
sequently Ts = 0 for all s e {z)+i{z} = B(2). Clearly B(z) is then 
T-invariant and therefore B(z) = E since z t 0. However this then 
implies that T is the zero operator on E, contradicting the assump­
tion that T > 0.
Thus there does not exist a natural numbef n such that Tnx = 0. Since 
Tn £ 0 for all il e IN and since x > 0> We conclude that Tnx > 0 for 
all natural numbers n, whenever 0 < x e E. ,
□
Corollary 3.4
If E is a complex Banach lattice and 0 < T e f(E) is a band irre­
ducible o-orde# continuous operator, then R(XjT)x > 0 for all 
X e C, j X| > r(T), and for all 0 < x e E.
Proof
Analogous to that of proposition 2,5.
D
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Proposition 3.5
Let E be a complex Banach lattice and let 0 < T e 1(E), If 
B(Tu) = E (i.e., the band generated by Tu in E equals E) for all 
0 < u e E, then T is band irreducible.
Proof
Suppose B is a T-invariant band in E such that B t {0}. Thus there 
exists 0 < x e B such that Tx s B, and henc.o B(Tx) £ B. This then 
implies that B = E which in turn implies that the only T-invariant 
b&nds in E are {0} and E. Thus T is irreducible.
a
Proposition 3.6
Let E be a complex Banach lattice with 0 < T e 1(E) a o-order con­
tinuous; band irreducible operator. If X e C and |Xj > r(T), then if 
0 < x e E, the band generated in E by R(X,T)x is the whole of E.
Proof
From corollary 3.4, R(X,T)x > 0 and is hence an element of Re(E). 
Lat z be a non-zero positive element in the band {R(\,T)x} generated 
in Re(E) by R(X,T)x. Then
z - sup{ inf(z,nR(X,T)x) / n e IN }.
By the o-order continuity of T it follows that
Tz - sup{ T(inf (z,nR(X,T)x)) / n e IN }.
However, since 0 £ inf(z,nR(X,T)x) £ nR(X,T)x for all n e IN, it 
follows that
0 £ T(inf(z,nR(X,T)x)) £ nTR(X,T)x S nXR(X,T)x for all n e IN. 
This then implies that T(inf(z,nR(X,T)x)) is an element of the ideal 
in Re(E) generated by R(X,T)x, for all n e IN. Thus Tz e {R(X,T)x}s 
showing that {R(X,T)x} is a T-invariant band in Re(E). It follows 
immediately that the band J {R(X,T)xHi{R(X,T)x} is a T-invariant 
band in E. Since R(X,T)x t 0, we have that J = E.
Q
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Before stating the next theorem, which is of fundamental importance
in obtaining a proof for the An'lo-Krieger Theorem via 2.11, recall
that (E'1) denotes the set of all order continuous linear functionals• n
on E.
Proposition 3.7
Let E be a Dedekittd complete complex Banach, lattice such that 
(E' ) / {0}. Suppose T is a positive order continuous band irreduc­
ible operator on E. Then E and (El) both have weak order units.
Proof
Fix X > r(T), then 0 £ TR(X,T) £ XR(X,T). Since ,(Ef) t {0}, there 
exists a non-zero positive x e E. We shall show that a *,= R, " T)x 
is a weak order unit in E. . .
From what has been shown above, Te £ Xe. It follows that if I de~e
notes the ideal in E generated by a, then T(I ) c I , for if6 &
+
v e I , then |v| i X te for some Xj e IR . Hence
|Tv| £ T|v| £ X,Te 5 X t Xe
which implies that Tv e I . It is true however, that a stronger rs~
suit holds, namely that T({I }) c {I\}, Where {I } denotes the band© e ©
generated in E by the ideal IQ. To see this let 0 < v e {Iq}, then
V ~ sup{ inf(v,ne) / n e W }.
Since T is order continuous, it is also d-order continuous and so
Tv = aup{ T(inf(v,ne)) / n e IN }.
Since 0 £ inf(vjne) £ ne, 0 £ T(inf(v,ne)) S nTe ^ nXe, for all
n e H, and so for each natural number n, T(inf(v,ne)) e Iq, and hence
TV 6 {I }.0
In view of the fact that T is band Irreducible, {IQ} = {0} or 
{Ie) ~ E. The former equality cannot hold, fat then 
e - R(X,T)x = 0, which implies that x s 0, since for X e p(T), 
R(X,T) is Injective. This then contradicts our original choice of
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To prove the existence of a weak order unit in (B')n) fix X > r(T). 
Then we have that 0 £ T'R(X,T') S XR(X,,T'). It follows that for all 
non-zero positive linear functionals x0' £ (E')n,
T*R(X,T')x 01 £ \R(X,T')x0\
Since (E’) / {0} there exists a non zero order continuous linear 
functional x' on E such that x' > 0.
Defining e* := R(X,T')x' gives T'e' < Xe't It will now be shown that
T'((E') ) c (E1) . To this end 1st f e (E1) and assume that x |0, n n n a ’
where (x ) £ E» Because T is order continuous, Tx |0, and then since crct ’ a ’
f is order continuous, £(Tx HO. This then shows that T'f is order 
continuous, i.e., T'f e (E1) , from which we can deduce that> J v /nJ
* Ir . ,
T'C(E')n) S (E ) . It follows from this that (T')K((E') ) c (E')n
for all k 6 IN, and hence that T'^x'/X^+  ^6 (E1 )n for all
m e IN. Using the fact that T'^x'/X^+  ^f» and the fact that
this sequence of partial sums converges in norm to ItCX»T’ )x', we have 
that T'^ x'/X^ "*"^  f R(X,T')x’. In view of the fact that
(E’)n is a band it follows that R(X,T')x' e (E1 )n, i.e., 
e' e (E')rt>
Consider now the null ideal, N t l~ { X 6 E / e’(|x|) = 0 } of e',
Since e' e (E1) , N i is a band in E ([13], theorem 90.4), Further- n o
more, T(N t) £ N . 4 for if x e N t then’ e ' e e
0 £ e'(|Txj) £ e1(T|x|) = T'e'(|x|) = T'(0) = 0.
Thus Tx e N0ij and hence Nq, is T-Invariant. Consequently
N i = {0} or N t - E since T is band irreducible, 1£ N i - E then e e e
e' is the zero operator on E. However making use of the injective
property of R(X,T'), we can show that e' t 0. It follows then that
N , “ {0} and thus C , !" N ,d “ E. e e e
x as being non-zero. Thus {1^ } = E, which proves our claim that
e = R(X,T)x is a weak order unit of E.
To prove the existence of a weak order unit in (E')n> fix X > r(T). 
Then we have that 0 < T'R(X,T') - XR(X,T'). It follows that for all 
non-zero positive linear functionals x0' e (E')^ ,
T'R(X,T')x 01 ^ XR(XjT1)x01.
Since (E1) t (0} there exists a non zero order continuous linear 
functional x' on E such that x' >0.
Defining e1 := R(X,T')x' gives T'e1 < Xe'. It will now be shown that
T'((E') ) C (E1) . To this end let f e (E1) and assume that x IQ, n 'n n. “
where (x ) £ E. Because T is order continuous, Tx ■I'0, and then since a a a
f is order continuous, f(Txa)|0. This then shows that T'f is order
continuous, i.e., T'f e (E1) , from which we can deduce that ’ n
T'C(E') ) C (E1) . It follows from this that (T')k((E')n) C.(E*}
for all k e IN, and hence that 2^=0 I'^ x'/X^ '*' e o^r a -^*-
m e IN. Using the fact that 2^=0 T' kx' / f, and the i ,-t that
this sequence of partial sums converges in norm to R(X,T')x' , we have
that k^==Q T^ x'/X^ "*"^  t R(X,T')x', In view of the fact that
(E1) is a band it follows that R(X,T')x' e (E1) , i.e., n n ’
e1 e (E') .n
Consider now the null ideal, Ngi := { x e E  / e'(|x!) = 0 } of e'. 
Since e' e (E')n, Nei is a band in E ([13], theorem 90.4). Further­
more, T(N i) £ N for if x e N ( then e e e
0 < e'(|Tx|) < e’(T|x|) = T ’e'(|x|) = T1(0) = 0.
Thus Tx e N tj and hence N^ i is T-invariant. Consequently
N t = {0} or N i = E since T is band irreducible. If N t = E then e e e
e' is the zero operator on E. However making use of the injective
property of R(X,T'), we can show that e1 f 0. It follows then that
d
x as being non-zero. Thus (I ) = E, which proves our claim that
e = R(X,T)x is a weak order unit of E.
; -a-.--
The Riesz space (E * )n' has the projection, property since it is a band 
in E', which is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice, and therefore 
has the projection property. If 'B t denotes the band generated in
(E1) by er, then (E1) = B , © B ,**. If tp e (B t^ )+ then $ j_ e1 , XI Ii 6  e  6
which implies that Cei ([14], theorem 90.6). But = {0} be­
cause Cei = E. Thus ~ E implying that <f> = 0 on E, It thus follows
that Bei^  ~ (0) and then (E')n = ®e'« which completes the proof.
- . . - .,r - . . .. -a -
Remark: It was shown in the first part of the above proof that 
for a fixed X > r(T) and a fixed x > 0, e := R(X,T)x is a weak order 
unit of E. However for the same X and x, there does exist a weak order 
unit not necessarily equal to e, namely TR(X,T)x. For the proof of 
this result the reader is referred to [14], theorem 136.2.
We now recall briefly the concept of a finite rank operator. An el­
ement T e £(X), where X is a normed veiptor space, is said to be a 
finite rank operator if its range is finite dimensional. If y s X 
and f e X1, define the bounded linear operator f®y on X by
(f®y)(x) := f(:,)y.
It can be shown, that every finite rank operator can be written as a 
finite linear combination of the type of operators just mentioned 
([3], theorem 2.4). One final result on finite rank operators is that 
every such operator is compact ([3], theorem 2.10).
Definition 3.8
ddIf E is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice we denote by (E'®E) the 
band generated in Lj^E) by the finite rank operators E'®E. :
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Proposition 3.9
Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice such that (E*) t {0}.
If 0 < T e £(E) is an order continuous band ireducible operator on
delE, then e'®e is a weak order unit of ((E1) ® E) , where e and e1n
are weak order units of E and (E')n respectively.
Proof
Our proof will make use of the following inequality,
. .______: inf C('f®u), (e’®e)) 2 (inf (£,&';)»(inf (u,e)y ..  '
for all u e E and for all f e ((E ) ') . To prove this inequality,
+ i 4* !
let x e E and let f e ((E ) ) . There are two possibilities. Either
f (x) t e'(x) or f (x) < e' (x).
In the first case,
inf(f(x)u,e'(x)e) >. inf (e’ (x)u,e* (x)e) = e! (x) (inf (u,e)) .
In the second case, '
inf(f(x)U,e'(x)e) > f(x)(inf(u,e)).
These two inequalities together imply that
inf(f(x)u,e' (x)e) £ (inf (e1 (x), f (k)) (inf (u,e)))
Since inf(e',f) £ e1 and inf(e',f) £ f,
(inf(e',f))x ^ inf(e*(x),f(x)),
and so
inf(f(x)u,e'(x)e) t (inf(e1,f))x(in£(u,e)). - 
Since, x was an arbitrary positive element it follows that
inf(f®u,e'®e) t (inf(e1,f))®(inf(u,e)). '
This proves the inequality which we shall use in the proof which we 
now tackle.
Since e is a weak order unit of E, the sequence (u^ ) defined by
u := inf(u,ne) for all n e IN, is such that u fu, for all u £ E+. n ' ’ ' ’ n 1 ’
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Similarly tta sequence (fn)> defined by f := inf(f,ne') for all
n e IN, is such that f ff, for all f e ((£'-’) )+.n 1 ’ n'
It follows that f ®u f However, for all n e IN,n n 1 ’ *
(inf (f ,Aie'))®(inf(u,/ne)) < inf((f®u),n(e'®e))
Thus _ ' ,
(inf(f,/nel))®(inf(u,^ ne).) f f®u.
Because inf(fSujnCe'Se)) <. n(e'®s), it follows that 
inf(f®u,n(e'®e)) e Iet®eJ the ideal generated in ^(E) by e'®e.
Also, inf (f®u,n.(e'®e)) £ f®u, and from what was shown above we con- 
elude that inf(f®u n(e'®e)) f f®u. Consequently f®u e (e'®u) , for 
all u e E+ and fo^ all f e ((E!)n)+. Thus (E*)n®E = (e'®e)dd, which
implies that ((E')n®E)dd C (e'$e)dd. However since it is also true 
that
e'®e e (E1) ®E,' n 5
and thus that
(e'®e)dd c ({E') 8E)dd, 
it follows that ((E')n®E)dd = (e'®e)dd as required.
□
Lemma 3.10
Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice and let 
dd0 < T e ((E')n®E) be band irreducible. If e' and e are Weak order 
linits of (Bf) and E respectivelys then S := inf(e'®e,T) is band 
irreducible.
Proof
Note firstly that (E')n s* {0}, for otherwise (E1) ®E = {0} contra­
dicting the existence of a non zero operator in (E')n®E. Let 
{0} j* B c E be a band in E. Then for any n e IN, T 5: (l/n)T and thus 
inf(e'®e,T) S Inf(e'®e,(l/n)T) = (1/n)(inf(n(e'®e),T)).
Hence
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P^dj (itif(e'®e,T))PB > (l/n)P(Bd) (inf(n(e'®e),T))Pg,
and so
nP.cBd} (inf(e!®e,,T))PB ^ P(Bd) (inf (n(e'®e) ,T))Pr
ddBecause T e ((E1) ®E.) ' and since e'®e is a weak order unit of
C(E’) ®E)^j we have that (inf(n(e'®e),T)) f T. By the order conti­
nuity of band projections it follows that
nP(Bd3 (inf(e'®e,T))PB > P ^  (inf (n(e'®e) ,T))PB
fP^dj T PB > 0 (by 3.2).
Hence there must exist aft n0 e IN such that
n»P(,Bd) (inf(e'®e,T))PB > 0
and therefore
P^d^ (inf(e'®e,T))PB > 0
From proposition 3.2 it follows that S ;= inf(e'®e,T) is band irre­
ducible. . . . . . . . . .  . .
. " □
Lemma 3.11
Let E be a Banach lattice and let 0 < T e 3!(E) be a o-order contin­
uous band irreduc-ible operator on E. Then every non-zero closed T- 
invariant ideal in E contains a weak order unit of E.
Proof
Let I be a non-zero closed T-invariant ideal in E. Fix X > r(T) and 
let 0 < u e I. Set w R(X,T)u, then w = 1^-0 T^u/X^** and 
w £ 0.
Since I is T~ invariant, T u e I for all k e. IN, and thus 
k k+1
T u/X e I for all k e IN. It immediately follows then that 
^k=0 e 1 f°r all n e IN. Because tK i/Xi4+'*‘ ->.w
in norm, and since I is closed, W e I. Also
0 S Tw = TR(X,T)u
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< XR(X,T)u _
= Xw
and hence Tw e 1^ , the ideal in E generated by w. Consequently I
is T~invariant, for if a e I then
* w
and therefore
Thus Tz e I .
w
|z| S kw for some K e IR*"
If B(w) denotes the band in E generated by W then if 0 £ v e B(w), 
vnfv, where inf(Vjnw-) for all n e IN. Clearly the sequence
(v^ ) is contained in the ideal 1^ . The 0-order continuity of T im­
plies that TvnfTv, but since Iw is T-invariant it follows that 
Tvn e I for all n e IN, which in turn Implies that Tv e B(w). Thus 
B(w) is T-invariant and it follows that either B(w) = {0} or 
B(w) = E. In view of the fact that w J* 0 (corollary 3.4), B(w) = E 
and furthermore, w e I as required.
d
Lemma 3.12
Let E be a Banach lattice and let 0 < T e £(E) be a band irreducible 
operator on E. Suppose there exists a o-order continuous compact 
operator S on E such that T £ S. Then if M is the closed ideal gen­
erated by T(E) (the range of T) in E, then the operator T restricted 
to M is irreducible.
Proof
Denote by T^ the restriction of T to the ideal M. Let I be a closed
non-zero T^-invariant ideal in M. Then 1 is a closed fton-zero T-
invariant ideal in E. Since T satisfies the conditions of lemma 3.11,
I contains a weak order unit w of E. Let 0 £ x e E> and let
x := inf(x,nw) for each n e IN. Then 0 £ x £ nw and consequently, n n
x e I for all n e IN. Also x fx. It follows from the O-brder cori- n n
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tinuity of S that SxnfSx. Because S is compact we have in addition
that Sx^ ■+ Sx in norm. This is easily seen to imply that Tx^ -► Tx
in norm. Now I is T-inval'iant and the sequence (xn) is contained in
I and hence Tx e I for each h e  iN. Also I is closed in E and hence 
n
Tx e I, Since x Was an- arbitrary positive element of E it follows 
that T(E) £ I, and hence M c I. By assumption we have the reverse 
inclusion so that we may conclude that 1 = M.
It has thus been shown that T^ is an ideal irreducible operator.
D
Corollary 3.13
Let E be a complex Banach lattice and let 0 < T e £(E) be a 0 -order 
continuous operator on E which is band irreducible and compact. Then 
r(T) >0. ■, ■ .
Proof
Once again let M be the closed ideal generated in E by the image T(E) 
of T. Denote by T^ the restriction of T to M, By lemma 3.12,, 
T^:M -> M is irreducible, and thwn by theorem 2.11, rfT^) > 0. It then 
follows that r(T) > 0 since r(T) £ r(T^).
□
We are now in a position to prove our first main result, namely the 
Ando-Krieger Theorem.
Theorem 3.14 (Ando-Krieger)
Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. If 0 < T e ((E') 8E)^ 
is a band irreducible operator, then r(T) >0.
Proof
By proposition 3.7, E and (E')n have weak order units, e and e' re-
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spectively. Then S := inf(e'®e,T) is a band irreducible by lemma 
3.10. Since 0 < S £ T, and therefore r(S) S>, r(T), we may assume that 
T £ e'®e e (E')n®E. Note that e'®e is a 0-order continuous opera­
tor, and that since rit is of finite rank, it is also compact. It
3then follows from [14], theorem 124.S that T is compact.
Let M be the closed ideal generated in E by T(E). Then if T^ denotes 
the restriction of T to M, T^ is irreducible by lemma 3.12, and is
3
compact since T is compact. Let X > rCT^). We then have that
[R(X,Tm)Tm]3 = [RCX,TM)]3TM3 (Proposition 1.16 iii ). Also
3 3 3[R(X,T.f)] Tm is compact since TM is compact and, the operator
R » Tm) is botinded.
■ ■ ■ 3 3 ' ■'We now claim that R(X,T^) is ideal irreducible, and to prove this
we shall make use of proposition 2.8 of chapter two. For convenience
Wfe shall abbreviate R(X,TSj) as R until the end of this proof .
Let 0 < tt e Kj from proposition 2.3, T3u > 0 and thus RT^Cu) > 0
by proposition 2.5. Again by the same proposition we have that
2 3 3 3R T^ >0. Thus R Tj,j (u) As a quasi-interior point of M by proposi-
3 3
tion 2.7. It then follows from proposition 2.8 that R T^ is (ideal-) 
irreducible.
From theorem 2.12, with T - S = Q = [RCX/r^T^]3, &nd with n = 1,
3 3We obtain that rCRCXjT^) T^ ) > 0. Invoking the spectral m#,pping 
theorem yields r(T^) > 0. Since r(T) & rCT^) we clearly have 
r(T) > 0 as required.
In proposition 2.12 of chapter two we proved that if T was a positive 
irreducible operator on E sucrt that Tn majorised another operator 
S > 0, for some n e IN, where S was in turn majorised by a compact 
operator, then r(T) >0. It is our aim now to prove an analogous
result for band irreducible operators. However in order to do this 
we require the following lemma*
Lemma 3.15
Let E be a complex Banach lattice and let 0 < T e 1(E) be a positive 
d-order continuous operator on E. If X > r(T) then the resolvent 
operator, R(X,T) is also d-order continuous.
Proof
Define the sequence (Sn) by 2^0  ^ and let
S := R(X,T). Then because all the terms of the sum are positive we
have that 0 S S f , and since S •> S in norm we have that S fS.. n 1 * n ' ar
Suppose that uml0 in E. We must show that lnf{ Sum / m e 1 } = 0.
To this end assume that 0 S v 5 Su for all m e IN. Fix n e  IN. Sincem
u £ Ui for every natural number m, and since S-S & 0, we have that m n
(S-S )u S (S-S )Ui. This then implies that ~n' m n 1 ^ ■'
S u £ Su -Sui+S Ui n m m n *
St. v-Su1+S Uj for all m e IN. n
NH*e that since S is <J~ordar continuous, inf{ S u / m 6 IN } doesi n n m
exist, and in fact equals zero. Thus from what was shown above,
inf {S u / m e IN } i V-Si^+S u. n m ' 1 n ‘
i.e., 0 £ v £ (S-S )Uj
Since n e IN was arbitrary it has thus been shown that
O S v S  inf(S-S )u,
= 0 because S fS.n1
We thus have that v - 0 from which we conclude that inf Su =0. Itm
follows immediately that S = R(X,T) is d-order continuous.
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Theorem 3.16
Let. E be a complex Banach lattice and let 0 < T e i’(E) be a positive 
d-order continuous band irreducible operator on E. Suppose S and Q 
are operators such that Q is compact and 0 < S :£ Q. Suppose further 
that Si Tn for some n e IN. Then r(T) > 0.
Proof
We consider firstly the case that S is compact. Fix X > r(T) and 
define A i- R(X,T)S. Then A > 0, and to see this we have by hy­
pothesis that S > 0 and since R(X,T) £ 0, it follows that the com­
position A is greater than or equal to zero. However because S > 0, 
there exists 0 < u e E such that Su > 0, and it then follows from 
corollary 3.4 that Au = R(X,T)Su > 0.
Xt is (tasy to see that A is a compact operator because S is compact
and R(X,T) is bounded, Finally, A is o-order continuous for if
u |0, then m i
0 £ inf |R(X,T)SuJ 
= inf R(X,T)Su'
5 inf R(X,T)TV.1
Now 0 £ Tn is o order continuous (because T is d-order continuous), 
and hence Tnu^0. Since R(X,T) is d-order continuous (proposition
3.15), it follows that inf{ R(X,T)Tnum / m e IN } = 0, . _
It is an immediate consequence then that inf R(X,T)Sum = 0 , i.e., A 
is d-order continuous.
Thus far we have that A is a nOn-zero positive d-order continuous 
operator on E. Let M be the closed ideal generated in E by the imaga 
A(E) in E, and denote the restriction of A to M by A^ It follows that 
because A is compact so too is A^ ([3], theorem 2.12),
Let N :== { k e M / S|k| = 0  }. Then N is exactly the null ideal of 
S in M. We claim firstly that N is A^-invariant. To see this suppose 
that k e N, then
|AM(k)| = |Ak|
= |E(X,T)Sk|
< t\ (X, T) S | k | 
a 0.
Hence |A^ (k)| “ '0 and thus S|A^ j(k) | - S(0) = 0. It then follows that 
AM(k) e N. .
Our second claim is that N is closed, and the proof follows exactly
as in the corresponding proof that N„ is closed in proposition 2.12hi
of chapter 2 .
Let A0 be tha operator induced on the complex quotient space A/M by 
the operator A^ . Since A > 0 it is easy to see that A0 > 0. Moreover,
Aa is also compact ([3], theorem 2.14), and because ||A0n| £ lA^H 
for all n e IN, r(A0) £
We now show that A„ is irreducible on M/N, Let j:M ■+ M/N be the 
quotient map, i.e., j(f) = [£]. Let J be a closed non-zero A0“ in­
variant ideal in M/N. We must show that J = M/N.
Since M is a Banach lattice and the quotient map is positive, it 
follows that j is continuous ([11], II theorem S.3). Consequently 
j *(J) is closed in M and furthermore it is A^-invariant, for if
f e j *(J) then
j(AM(f)) = [Am]
= Ao[f]
= A 0(j(f)) >
e A0(J)
c J, since J is A0-invariant.
It follows that A^(f) 6 j ^(J), and that j *(J) is therefore A^-in­
variant, Thus j 1(J) is a closed A^ -.invariant ideal in M. Also
since J is non-zeto, there exists u e j (J) such that Su > 0, for
i i -1 -1 if not then |x| e j (J) for all x e j (J). This then means that
S|x| > 0 does not hold, We must therefore have that S |x| - 0 because
S is positive. Thus x e N Whenever x e j (^J), i.e., j * (J) £ N.
Consequently J £ j (N) = {[0]} which contradicts the fact that J is
non-zero.
Defining w ;= A^(u) = Au (and remembering that u e j (^J) £ M) we 
can show exactly as We did in lemma 3.11 that w is a Weak order unit 
of E.
Assume now that 0 i x e E, and define x := inf(x,nw) for alln
“ 1n e IN. It is clear that the sequence (xft) is contained in j (J), 
and that x^fx. The d-otder continuity of A then implies that AxnfAx, 
and the compactness of A gives that Ax^ -> Ax.
We observed earlier that (x^ ) 5 j £ Mj and for this reason
Ax^ = A{iJ(xn) e j '''(J) for all n e IN, since j (^J) is A^-invariant,
This fact together with the facts that Ax is the norm limit of the
-I "1sequence (Axn), and that j (J) is closed implies that Ax e j (J).
We thus conclude that A(E) C j ^(J), which Is an ideal, and by de­
finition of H (namely vfre closed ideal in E generated by A(E)) we
-1 -1 have that II s j (J), Hence M - j (J) from which it follows imme­
diately that J “ M/N.
From the above argument we have shown that A0 is irreduc.iblo and thus 
applying theorem 2,11, we obtain r(A0) > 0, Noting the following 
inequalities,
0 < r(A0) £ r(AM) S r(A) £ r(R(X,T)Tn),
where the last inequality follows from the fact that 0 < S £ T*\ 
which implies that A £ R(X,T)Tn, we have that r(R(X,T)Tn) > 0. The 
spectral mapping theorem opcq again yields r(T) > 0. This proves the 
result for the c&'Q that S is compact.
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Suppose now that 0 < S < Q with Q compact. Again fix X > r(T) and 
define U := [R(X,T)S]3. Then U < [R(X,T)Tn]3 in view of the fact 
that S < Tn. Exactly as in the corresponding part of the proof of 
proposition 2.12, we can show that U > 0. Further,
0 < R(\,T)S < R(X,T)Q. Note that the last operator is compact be­
cause Q is compact and R(X,T) is bounded. We a i employ the well 
"‘nown result of Aliprantis and Burkinshaw to obtain that U is a 
compact operator ([14], theorem 124.5). From proposition 3.15 we 
have that R(X,T) is 0-order continuous, as is T and hence the com­
position R(X,T)Tn is also a cr-order continuous operator.
We claim further, that R(X,T)Tn is band irreducible. Our proof of 
this will make use of proposition 3.5. Let 0 < u e E, then Tnu > 0 
by proposition 3.3, and it then follows from proposition 3.6 that 
B(R(X,T)Tnu) = E. Proposition 3.5 then yields that R(X,T)Tn is band 
irreducible.
Thus by the first part of the proof, with T replaced by R(X,T)Tn and 
S replaced by U, we have that r(R(XjT)Tn) > 0. An application of the 
spectral mapping theorem yields r(T) > 0, as required.
□
The importance of theorem 3.16 is demonstrated by the following re­
sult.
Corollary 3.17
Let E be a Dedekind complete (complex) Banach lattice and let 8 de­
note the band in ^(E) generated by the positive compact operators. 
If 0 < T e £(E) is a o-order continuous band irreducible operator 
on E satisfying Tn e # for some n e IN, then r(T) > 0.
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Proof <
Let I denote the ideal in L, (E) generated by the positive compact 
C D
operators on E. Then Tn = sup{ S / S e I , 0 < S < Ttt } since
0 < T n elS = {I}. In view of the fact that Tn > 0, there must exist c
S0 e I ruch that 0 < S„ < Tn. Now S0 e I implies that there exist
,0 : C
positive rompact operators Qi,Q2 ,...,Qn and positive real numbers
Oi,o2,...an such that S0 < ct^. Define Q := okQk,
which is a compact operator ([3], theorem 2.8). Then 0 < S„ < Q and
S„ < Tn and it follows immediately from theorem 3.16 that r(T) > 0.
' ' ' ■ ' ■ o
Remark: Theorem 5.16 improves a result on Harris operators of 
Casselles1 paper, [2].
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CHAPTER 4 
THE THEOREMS OF JENTZSCH-PERRON AND FROBENIUS
The work done is this final chapter is largely based on Grobler's 
paper, [7]. The aim of that paper was, and consequently the aim of 
this chapter is, to prove extensions of the above two mentioned 
theorems. Prior to Grobler's paper,, both theorems required that the 
Banach lattice be Dedekind complete, and that the operator which 
occurs is a specific type of operator, namely an abstract kernel 
operator. We sh&ll show that these two theorems hold in any Banach 
lattice, and: the only requirement on the operator is that it is 
o-order contiruous.
In order to gain further information from some of the theorems proved 
in this chapter, we shall assume from time to sime that the Banach 
lattice is Dedekind O-complete.
Let's briefly recall the definition of a Riesz operator. If X is a 
normed vector space and T e £(X) We define the real number k (T) by 
k (T) := inf{ ||T-C|| / G e £(X) and C is cofnpact }.
If [ kOT11) ]1/n •* 0, then T is said to be a Riesz operator. It is 
easy to see that if T is a compact operator for some k e IN, then T 
is a Riesz operator.
Throughout the remainder of this chapter we shall assume without 
further notice that all Riesz spaces are Archimedean. Furthermore 
we shall take E to be a complex Banach lattice unless otherwise 
stated.
The following three results are of a somewhat technical nature, but 
they shall prove invaluable in proving the main results of this 
chapter.
Theorem 4.1 (Kreih-Rutman)
If 0 < T e £(E) is a Riesz operator with spectral radius r(T) > 0, 
then there exists a non-zero positive u e E such that Tu = r(T)u, 
i.e., r(T) is an eigenvalue of T.
Proof
Assume firstly that r(T) - 1, then 1 s a(T), ( [14}, theorem
135.1 ) For every X > 1, we have that 1 is a pole of R(X,T) ( [3], 
theorem 3.14 ). If k is the order of the pole at 13 then
R(X,T) - Bk/(X-l)k + ... + Bi/CX-1) + A0 + At(X-l) + ... 
from which it follows that 
(X-l)kR(X,T) = Bk + Bk_1(X-l) + .. + B1(X-l)k'1 + A0(X-l)k + ... 
Taking the limit as X approaches 1 from the right yields 
Bk = lim (X-l)kR(X,T) (as X ■+ I*).
This limit is not equal to zero for otherwise the order of the pole 
at 1 is no greater than k-1, which is a contradiction.
Furthermore for X > r(T) = 1, the operator R(X,T) is positive and 
so (X-l)kR(X,T) 5 0. It then follows that
lim (X-l)kR(X,T) > 0 (as X + 1+)
It is thus shown that Bk > 0. Let 0 < x e E such that u := Bkx. > 0, 
then
Tu = TB. x 
. k
= T(lim(X-l)kR(X,T)x)
= lim(X-l)kTR(X,T)x
= lim(X-l)k[XR(X,T)x - x]
( since (T-XI)R(X,T)x = -x )
= lim [X(X-l)kR(X,T)x] - lim [(X-l)kx]
= [lim X] [lim ((X-l)kR(X,T)x)] •
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= B. x k
= u
= r(T)u,
(where it is understood that we are always considering the limit as 
X approaches 1 from the right). ,
This proves the result for the case that T has spectral radius equal 
to 1. If r(T) > 0, define an operator T* by
, T* := T/r(T), *
then T* is a positive non-zero Rie'Jz operator having r(T^) = 1. From 
what we have shown above there exists u e E\{0) such that T*u = u 
which obviously implies that Tu = r(T)u.
Lemma 4.2
Let (S^ ) be a sequence of cl-order continuous positive operators on
continuous.
ii) If -> S in norm and if (E')c separates the points of E, then 
S is also a-order continuous.
Proof
i) Let u 0^. We must show inf Su =0. To this end let ' m m
0 £ v £ Su for all m e IN.
Fix n e IN. Then
0 £ v £ (S-S )u + S u for all m e iN. n m n m
Since (o~Sn) £ 0 and u^ < uj for all m e Ojj. it follows that
0 < v £ (S-S )u, + S u for all m e  IN. n * n m
In view of the fact that S is o-order continuous, inf S u "0. Thusn n m
0 £ v < (S-S )Ui,
n ,
Consequently v = 0, because S-S^iO implies that (S*S )utt|i0.
d
E .
*4* "i) If S fS, ie., S xfSx for all x e E , then S is a-order n' f ’ n 1
m
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We have thus shown that inf Su - 0, i.e., S is c-order continuous.m
ii) Suppose that S S in norm. Let u Ao and let 0 < v ^ Su for n ra m
all m e IN. It will be shown that for each positive f e (E')c,
f(v) = 0. It will then follow from the assumption that (E1) sepa-o
rates the points of E, that v ~ 0 and the proof will then be com­
plete.
* 4*
Let f e ((E ) ) be fixed. Then for all m e IN We have
0 < f(v) £ f(Sum)
= S'(fum) (S' denotes the adjoint of S)
. . = ([S'-S ']f)u + £(S u )n J m n m
s| (s'-ij *)f|ui + f(S u ) for any n e IN.' n ' 1 1 n nr J
Thus for every fixed n e IN, _
0 5 f(V) < | (S'-S ')f|ii, + inf{ f(SnUm) / m e IN }
= |(S«-Sn’)f|u1
since S and f are o-order continuous, and consequently 
Ilf(v)| < II (S'-Sn')f|utl.
Because 1 (S'-Snh)f 1 £ (||[ (S'-Sn' )f |u||)/||u|> for all u t 0, 
||(S,-Sn')f|||ul| S ||(S'-Sn,)f|u1||, ' 
and hence 0 S ||f (v) | S |(S' -S' )f | ]|u11| -* 0 as n •> »,
It follows immediately that ||f(v)|| = 0, from which we deduce that 
f(v) = 0.
~ D
Theorem 4.3
Let 0 < T e £(E) be a o-order continuous band irreducible Riesz op­
erator on E with r(T) >0. If (E*) separates the points of E, orc
kelse if we assume that T is compact for some k e IN, then there ex­
ists a strictly positive o-order continuous linear functional 0 on 
E, satisfying T'0 = r(T)tf
Proof
Assume firstly that r(T) - 1. Since T is a Riesz operator, so too 
is T' ([3], theorem 3.22). It follows in the same manner as in the­
orem 4.1 that we can find an element x* e E1 such that x" > 0 and
Q -f
£ := lim(X-l)pR(X,T')(x') > 0 (as X -► 1 ), where p is the order of 
the pole at 1, and such that T'# =
It shall now be shown that $ is o-order continuous in each of the 
two cases mentioned in the statement,
k • * 
Firstly let us consider the case that l*'r is compact for some k e N.
Then (Tk)'* * (T1)k*
_  (T')k“lT '^
_ ^  because T'flk =
k iContinuing in this way yields (T ) <p = 0.
Suppose now that u^iO in E: For any n e N ‘
♦(un) = (Tk)'^(un) -
#(Tkun)
k icIn view of the fact that T is compact, (T ur) has a norm convergent
k icsubsequence, and because (T u^ ) is monotone, (T un) is norm conver-
" Icgent. Let q e E denote the norm limit of (T ur) . The o-order conti-
|f . It I
nuity of T , which follows from that of T, implies that T un*0,
IcTherefore q = 0, and so we conclude that T u ■+ 0 in norin ( as 
n « ). Considering tf(ufl) we have
= l!^ (Tkun)||
S |*|||Tkun| * 0 (as n -+ ••), ; 
i.e., $(un) converges in norm to zero. However (Since 4 is positive, 
0(Un)^ , and consequently $(un)i0. This implies that $ is o-order 
continuous.
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Consider now the case that (E1) separates the points of E. Letc
X > r(T) - 1, then R(X,T)“ Tk/Xk"^ . Define the sequence
(S ) by S " ^k/^k+1  ^ jje^orej g r^ (x,T). It follows from
n n K—u i n
k+l k
the cf-order continuity of T, and hence of (1 /X )T for all natural 
k, that is o-order continuous for all n e INe Employing part i) 
of the previous lemma yields that R(X,T) is a~order continuous, while 
part ii) ensures that Bp - lin, (X-KftU.T) is o-order continuous 
(where p is the order of the pole of the resolvent operator at 1, 
and'the limit is as X •+ i ). i .
In view of proposition 1.24, B' is of finite rank and is hence com­
pact. Also
<f> = lim (X-l)pR(X,T')x'
= lim (X-1)P(R(X,T))1 x' ([3], proposition 1.12)
= [lim (X-1)PR(X,T)]' x'
= (B )’ x’
P
(where again the limit is as X approaches 1 from the right).
Let u Ao, then tf(u ) - (B )' x'(u ) = x'(B u ) h v n' p' n/ p n
Exactly as in the preceding case of the theorem, ®pUn converges in
norm to zero. Hence
||x' (B u ) I & llx' 11|B u 1 ■+ 0 (as n -> <»)" p  n 'ii ...... . p  n "  v *
i.e., x'(B u ) converges in norm to zero. It is also true that 
P
it1 > 0 and B > 0 from which it follows that x'(B u ) A. These last 
p P n'
two facts then imply that x'(BpUn)<lO, i.e., (B ).' k'(un)4o. This 
then gives that 0(un)|O. -
It still remains to show that $ is strictly positive, i.e., u > 0 
implies that 0(u) > 0. To this end let u > 0 be given and let X > 1 
be fixed. Then
*(R(X»T)u) - (R(X,T))**(u)
= R(X,T')0(u)
= Ik=0 (l/Xk+1)(T'k0(u)) (since r(T) = r(T'))
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= 2k=0 <l/Xk+1)((Tk)'«(»))
= ik:0 ci/xk+1)KTku)
= U 0 «/Xk+1)Ku)
= (u)/CX-1) (geometric progression).
Thus tf(u) « (X-l) $(R(X,T)u).
However because 0 5 TR(\,T) £ XR(X>T), T maps the ideal generated 
by R(X,T)U into itself. Since T if O-order continuous, T then maps 
the band generated by R(X,T)u into itself. By hypothesis, T is band 
irreducible and it therefore follows that, B(R(X,T)u) - {0} or 
B(R(X,T)u) = E. By corollary 3.4 though, R(X,T)u i* 0 and so 
B(R(X,T)u) a E.
It has already been shown that 0 is positive and non-zero, and hence 
there exists v e E such that #(v) > 0. In view of the fact that 
E = B(R(X,T)u), ( .
, V = sup { inf( v,nR(X,T)u ) /  n e IN }
and therefore , » .
$(v) - sup { 0(inf( v,nR(X,T)u )) / n e IN } 
since <f> is G-order continuous.
Since it is true that ,
0 Si 0(inf(v,nR(X,T)u)) •£ n0(R(X,T)u) for all n e  IN, 
we cannot have that $(R(X,T)u) = 0 for then = 0 which is a
contradiction. Thus 0(R(X,T)u) > 0 ,  and from what was shown above, 
namely that $(u) “ (X~l)0(K(X,T)u), it follows that 0(u) > 0 .  It has 
thus been shown that # is strictly positive^
To prove the result for the general case in which r(T) > 0, define 
T* := T/r(T) and proceed in the same way as the second part of the­
orem 4.1. _
□
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We are now in a position to prove the firs>t major result of this 
chapter.
Theorem 4.4 ( Generalized Jentzsch Theorem )
Let 0 £. T e 21(E) be a o-order continuous band irreducible operator 
ksuch that T is compact for some k e IN. The following statements then 
hold:
i) r(T) > 0.
ii) The eigenspace of T corresponding to r(T) contains a weak order 
unit of E. ; _
iii) r(T) is aft eigenvalue or T of algebraic multiplicity 1.
Proof
i) Follows from corollary 3.16.
Ic
ii) Since T is compact, T is a Riesz operator, and from theorem
4.1 there exists 0 £ u e E such that Tu = r(T)u. Let B(u) be the band 
generated in E by u. If 0 S v e B(u), then v e(B(u))r = {I ), where 
{Iu) is the band generated in Re(E) by u. Thus
- V = sup { inf(vi,nu) / n £ IN } 
and hence ; . -
Tv = sup { T(inf(v,nu)) / n e IN }
However for ell n e IN, 0 £ T(inf(v,nu)) S nTu = nr(T)u and so 
T(inf(v,nu)) e 1^ £ {Iu} for all n e IN. It follows that: 
Tv e {1^ } £ B(u). Since v was an arbitrary positive element of B(u), 
T(B(u)) £ B(u), and since T is band irreducible, B(u) = E. (Nute 
that u i1 0.)
iii) Let Nr^  { z e E / Tz = r(T)z ), the eigenspace of T cor­
responding to the eigenvalue r(T). Let x e Nr^ .  Then r(T)x = Tx, 
and hence |r(T)x| = |Tx|, which implies that r(T)|x| 5 T|x|.
It follows that if 0 e C®')G a strictly positive llftear functional 
on E satisfying T'0 - r(T)$j (note that the existence of such a
functional is guaranteed by theorem 4.3), then
0 5  0 O r | x | - r ( T ) U ! )
= T*0 j x| -r(T)0|x|
= r ( T ) 0 | x | ~ r C m | x f  
= 0,
and because $ is strictly positive, T|x|-r(T)x = 0, i.e., |x| is an 
element of the eigenspace corresponding to r(T). The eigenspace 
is clearly a svbspace of E, and in view of the fact that 
x (= implies that |x| e Nr^ ,  it follows that is a Riesz
subspace of E. Further, using the same method al\we did for B(u) in
ii), we can show that B(|x|) - £ for all x / 0 i.n the eigenspace 
corresponding to r(T).
Thus far we have shown that is a Riesz subspace of E in which
every nom-saro positive element is a weak order unit of E, Hence if
-f « *f - 4* -
f e ReClf.^) and f = f -f where f ,f i* 0, then since f i f » 
+ - ;
B(f ) j_ B(f ), which implies that E ^ E, Thi:S is clearly not possi-
4*
ble so we must conclude that for f e Re(Nr^ ) ,  either f = 0, or
f =0, i.e., either f i 0 or f S 0. The real part of the eigenspace 
is therefore a linearly ordered Riesz space and is hence one 
dimensional ( [11], II proposition 3.4 ). :
Suppose now that x e { z e. E / (rCT)!-!)*1* ^  ~ 0 }, Where n e IN is
fixed, Then if w ;= (r(T)I-T)nx, it follows that
w e { z e E / (r(T)I-T)z * 0 } = Nr(T) = ^ ( t))/*^^)),.
where (N ,„s) is one dimensional. r(T) r
Consequently there exists a e C such that w = «U, where Dl is some
element of N Moreover, r(T) '
<Kw) = $((r(T)I-T)n)x
= ( ( r ( T ) I - T ) n ) " K x )
= (r(T)I1-T1)n0(x)
= (r(T)l'-T')n"1(r(T)Ii-T')^(x)
= ( r  CT) 1 1 - T ' ) n “1  Cr (T) 0 ( x )  - T '  ^Cx) )
/o
since r(T)$ = T'0, i.e., ^(au) = 0, which implies that ct0(u) G and 
hence tf(u) = 0. Since <t> is strictly positive, u •“ 0, and Conse­
quently w = 0.
We have thus shown that
(r(T)X-T)n+1x - 0 implies (i-(T)I-T)nx = 0 for all n e IN.
It follows immediately that the order of the pole of R(X,T) at r(T) 
is one (theorem 1.24 ii)). Thus the algebraic multiplicity of r(T), 
Which is the dimension of the space { z e E / (r(T)I-T)z = 0 ) which 
we have ihown earlier to be one, is orte as required.
Before attempting the second of our two main theorems, we require a 
number of preliminary results.
Lemma 4.5
Let E be a complex Banach lattice with weak order unit w (i.e., 
{w} - E). Let U e Qrth(Iw)+iOrth(Iw). Then if E is Dedekind 0-com- 
plete, or of w is a quasi-interior point of E, U can be uniquely 
extended to an orthcmorphism on E.
Proof
Since U e Orth(E)+iOrth(E), we can Write U as 1) = where U,,
U2 e 0rth(Iw). Furthermore, it is possible to wl'ite Ui as
4. . 4. - 4. _
Uj ~ Ui -Uj , and U2 as U2 “ U2 , where find are elements
4- 'of (Orth(I^)) , for i = 1,2. It is thus sufficient to prove this
lemma for the case that U is positive.
4*If v e E , then v = sup vn, where v ;= inf(v,nw) for each n e IN. 
(Note that vr e I for all n e IN). In view of the fact that 
U e 2(Iw), ([11]) II theorem 5.3 and [14], corollary 144.3), there
exists X e IR such that
□
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Uv £ Xv £ Xv for all n e IN. n n
In the case that E is Dedekind o-cdmplete, sup (Uvn) exists and we 
hence define Uv := sup (Uv^). The operator U then satisfies Uv < Xv
for all v e E+, and consequently belongs to Z(E), i.e., U is an 
orthomorphism on E. Since two orthomorphisms agreeing on an order 
dense ideal are equal on the whole space, ([14], corollary 140.6), 
it follows that U is the unique extension to E of U e Z(I ).
In the case that w is a quasi-interior point of E, we can extend 
U e to an orthomorphism on E by means of continuity. This is
possible since every positive element of E is the norm limit of a 
sequence of positive elements of I The argument used is similar 
to that used in the case that E is Dedekind c-cosnplete.
□
The following lemma is a purely theoretical result concerned with 
the complexification of a Riesz space, but it is decisive in helping 
to prove the next theorem which in turn is the key result to a gen­
eral Frobenius theorem which will be proved shortly.
Lemma 4.6
Let L be an Archimedean and uniformly complete Riesz space and let 
L+iL be its complexification. Furthermore, let f := g+ih, where 
g,h e L. Suppose that |f| = |g|, then h = 0.
Proof
If f’ := |gj+i|h| then
If| = |f'l> ([14], theorem 91.4)
= sup{ |gj „cos0+|h| ,sin0 / 0 < Q < tt/2 }
([14], theorem 91.4).
Since |f| = |g| we have that
|g| > | g| .cos0 + jh| .sin0 for all G, 0 < 0 < tt/2.
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which, implies that „
| h | .sin0 5 |g|.(l-cos0) for all 0, 0 < 0 2 ir/2
whence
|h| S |g|.(l-cos0)/sin0 for all 0, 0 < 0 ^ ir/2.
It is easily proved that (l-cos0)/sin0 -* 0 as 0 ■+ 0+, and conse­
quently |h| S 0. It is then immediate that h = 0.
- □
Lemma 4.7
Let E be a Banach lattice separated by (E1)^ , and let 0 < T e f(E) 
be a o-order continuous band irreducible Riesz operator on E with 
r(T) = 1. If X, | X | = 1, is an eigenvalue of T and if u is flan 
eigenvector pertaining to X, then there exists an injective 
orthomorphism U:I|u| -> Ij^ j such that XT = U T^U.
If either E is o-Dedekind complete or if j uj is a quasi-interior 
point of E, then U can be extended to E as an injective orthomorphism 
_
and XT = U J'TU on E.
Proof
The fact that u is an eigenvector pertaining to X implies that 
Tu = Xu, and in exactly the same way as was done in theorem 4.4, it 
is possible to show that |u| is an eigenvector of T pertaining to 
the eigenvalue 1, and that it is a weak order unit in E.
If 0 < x e I|uj , then x £ n|u| for some n e IN, and hence 
Tx < nT|u| = n|u|. It follows that I|u| is T-invariant. ,
Also as mentioned before I^j is an Archimedean f-algebra with mul­
tiplicative unit |u|.
Define U: I, i -► I, , by Uz := uz.|u| |u| 3
From what was said in chapter one, we have that U e Orth(Iii), and
|Ux| = |ux| = 1u||x| = |x| for all x e I|u
Suppose u := a+ib, and u' := a-ib. Then since
|u'j = (a2+b2)^  = 1 u| ,- u' e 1 1u| , and again bearing in mind the 
preliminary results discussed in chapter one, the mapping 
U':I|U| •+■ iju| defined by U'z := u'z is an orthomorphism on Iju|- 
Furthermore, U’Uz = CJ'(uz)
= U1(uz)
= (a-ib) (a-fib)z 
= |u|2z 
= z
and from this we deduce that U is injective. We can similarly show 
that UU1 z = z which implies that U is surjective, and consequently 
U' = u"1
It now remains to show that XT = U 1TU on 1 1 . . To this end let
M  .-■■■­
V X T^U. If we can show that V — T we are through.
Although Iju| need not be Dedekind complete, it is still true that 
sup { jVfj / jfj < v } exists for all v £ 0 in I|u | and equals Tv. 
To see this let v be as above. Then as f runs through all elements 
satisfying |f| < V, then so too does Uf. Indeed, if |f| < v then 
|Of | = |uf | = |u| | f | = | f | <; v. ;
Conversely, if [Uf| < v then letting g := Uf We have that f = U g, 
and thus
|f| = |U_1gl = |u'||f| = |u||g| = |si = IUf| < v.
Hence
sup { |U_1TUfI / |f| £ V } = sup { |U_1Tg| / |sl ^ v >
= sup { |Tg| / |g| < v }
(|u"1Tg| = |u’||Tg| = |Tg|)
= Tv.
(This last equality holds since Tv is clearly an upperbound, and v 
satisfies |v| £ v)
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As a consequence of this; equality, -
Tv 5 [U S ’Ufj for all f satisfying |f| 5 v. 
In particular,
. Tv > |U"1TUv j, 
and s ince | X | = 1,
T(|X|v) > |u"1TOvi 
which implies that
Tv i |X"1U'1TUvl3 _____
i.e., Tv 2: jVv| for all v, 0 1 v e Ii , .
Consider the following: 
V|u| = X“V l
= X'^'^uluj
= X ' V 1Tu
= X ■*‘U *Xu (u is an eigenvector pertaining to X) 
= U_1u 
= u'u 
= iu |2
= lul. -
Thus if V = V,+iV2 
!u| = V|u| = V!|u j +iV 21U j
Where Vi,Vz are real, then 
and Vz!u| must then be zero and
V 1 1u| = |u| . Hence for any v £ 0 in 1 1u| , since V,v is the real part 
of Vv, VjV 5 |Vv| ^ Tv which implies that T-Vt S 0 on Ij^ j and 
(T-Vs)|u[ = TM-VJuI U
= i«| -1 u |
= 0.
It then follows that T = Vi on I|u|- So Vjv = Tv £ |Vv| for all 
0 £ v e I|uj- However We have already seen that the reverse ine­
quality also holds on ^|u|> an<i consequently V4v = |Vv| for all 
v t 0 in X j^ j . Lemma 4.6 then implies that V2V = 0 for all v £ 0 
in 11 i .
■ In view of the above facts it lias been shown that V = Vi = T on 
I|u| as was required.
It remains to show that these results also hold on E in the two cases 
mentioned.
Since U and U1 are both orthomorphisms on *|u|'> ^  Is possible to 
extend U and U' uniquely- to orthomorphisms U and U1 respectively on 
E (lemma 4.5). Using the fact that an orthomorphism is cf-order 
continuous, ([14], theorem 139.4) and appealing to theorem 20.2 of
[9], it is an easy excercise to show that U is bijective on E by 
proving that U'U = I} and U0! = I oil E.
-1To see that the equality XT = U TU is valid on E, consider first 
the case that E is cr-De,dekind complete. As shown before for a posi­
tive element v of E, Uv = sup v^ where v - inf(v,nw) for each na­
tural n. Bearing this in mind and the facts that U,Uf and T are all
o-order continuous, and that XT = U 1TU on 1 , we have thatw’
-1 -1 
U JTU(v) = U “TU(sup vn)
= U^T (sup (Uvn))
» U"1 (sup (TUvn))
= sup (U^TUv )
~ sup (XTvn) "
- XT (supvn)
» XTV.
Ui \
It is then clear that U TU = XT on E as required.
In the case that |u| is a quasi-interior point of E, the claim is 
easily proved via continuity.
. □
And now to the second of our two main results.
Theorem 4.8 (Generalized Frobenius Theorem)
Let 0 < T e $(E) be a cf-order continuous band irreducible operator 
kon E such that T is compact for some k e IN. Let
different eigenvalues of T satisfying | X ^ | = r(T) for j = l,...,m.
Then
i) Xj is a root of the equation Xm-r(T)m = 0 for j = l,...,m ,
ii) the eigenvalues .. Xm are all of algebraic multiplicity one,
iii) if either E is Dedeklnd o-complete or if T satisfies the 
additional condition that 0 < T 5 S, for some compact and 
a-older continuous S, then the spectrum o(T) of T is invariant 
under a rotation of 2ir/m, multiplicities included.
Proof
We may assume without loss of generality that r(T) = 1.
i) Let a and fl be eigenvalues of T satisfying |oc{ - |P| = 1, and 
let u and v be eigenvectors pertaining to a and & respectively. Then 
Tu = otu and Tv = &v. As shown before (in theorem 4.4) |u| and |v| 
are eigenvectors of T pertaining to the eigenvalue 1. It follows from 
what was discussed in the proof of Jentzsch's theorem, that the di­
mension of { x e E / Tx = x } is 1, and hence |vj is a scalar mul­
tiple of |u1. We may assume that |v| = |u|, for if |v| = k|u|, then 
because T(ku) = ku, we may replace the above u by Kti.
By theorem 4^ 7, there exist orthomorphisms U and V on the ideal
Ii | — Ii i such that M  |v|
<*T = U_1TU and PT = V^TV,
Hence T = c f  V 1™  and t h u s  f k T V  ^ rU = V"1^  whence  
T = aP "1UV"1TVU“ 1 on I j  u j
Let w be arty non-zero eigenvector of T pertaining to 1 (i.e.,
Tw = w), then as we showed above with u and v, Ii i = Ii i and so
| W j j V I
w e 1' | v| • Consider then the following.
T(UV-1w) = a&"1(VU"1)'1T(VU"1)UV"1w 
(Note that since w £ Ii i it does make sense to consider V *w).
= aB^'CUV"1)#,
which shows that OV ''w is an eigenvector of T pertaining to ot3
-I -1 -1
Thus oc(J is an eigenvalue of T satisfying |aR | = |a||(5 | = 1. 
Consequently { ) is 3 multiplicative group, and the theo­
rem of Lagrange then implies that X*? = 1, for j = l,.,.,m. This 
proves i).
In View of this result we may hence assuma that X, = e^1T' ^ ra.
ii) From the operator equality, T-a|5 *1 = afJ *(VU ^)"~(T-I)tVU"’^ ) 
which holds on Iju| j We conclude that the dimension of the null-spacs
of T-a(3 ’'"I contained in Iju| is equal to the dimension of the mi 11- 
space of T-I, (consider the bijection from the null-space of 
(T-otP 1^) to that of (T-I) which maps the element x to .the element. 
VU *x), which has already been shown to be one. However, the null 
space of (T-afJ 1I) is entirely contained In I|u| • (In Order to see 
this, it has already been proved above that if w is an eigenvector 
pertaining to the eigenvalue X, |Xj =1, then w e I|u | and the result
follows.) Therefore the dimension of the null-space of (T-afS 1^) 
is one. Replacing (3 by 1, and replacing a successively by X^,...,X 
yields that the null-space of (T-Xjl) has dimension one, for each 
j = 1,<..,m.
The inequality i(X-Xj)mR(X,T)x| £ | X-X^|mR(jX|,T)|x[ which holds for
all X, |X| > 1, shows that the order of the pole X. of R(X,T) is less
1 ' *-
than or equal to the ordsr of the pole 1 of R(X,T). Hence each X.
j
is a pole of order one of the resolvent operator.
This conclusion together with the result proved just before it im­
plies that the algebraic multiplicity of each X^  is 1 for 
j = l,...,m, ([3], theorem 3.14). This completes the proof of ii).
iii) Suppose E is Dedekind O"coraplete; and define o := e‘*ir^ m . By 
theorem 4.7 there exists an orthomorphism U on E such that 
oT = U-1TU. Thus
tr If Ir *• *1
* (T-aXI) = a U(T-XI) U 1 fot all k e IN and for all X.
It follows chat X e o(T) if and only if oX e 0(T) and oX has the same 
multiplicities (both; algebraic and geometric.) as X, which proves
iii) for this case.
Finally if 0 < T £ S, where S is compact and o-order continuous, then 
by the well known theorem of Aliprantis and Burkinshaw ([14], theorem 
124.4) T3 is compact. Let F denote the closed ideal generated by 
T(E), the image of E under T, in E. Let X e o(T); the binomial ex­
pansion of (T-Xl)k yields
(T-XI)k = Tk + XkTk"‘L + Xz(k)Tk'2 + . .. +
, .Ir \\ " . ,
and hence the null-space of (T-XI) C T(E) C F, for if x e E and 
(T-Xl)kx = 0 then '
- If Irixl ,
T x + XkT x + ....+ X x = 0
which implies that
—  T(X"kTk"1x + x1_kTk"2x + ... + X-1kx) = x r
and thus x e T(E) C F. We then infer that 
{ x e E / (T-XI)kx =a 0 } c T(E).
■ ji i‘ .
Thus in our study cf o(T) we may restict T to F. From lemma 3,12 it 
follows that T restricted to F is ideal irreducible and so if u is 
an eigenvector pertaining to a, T|u| = |u| (see the proof of theorem 
4.4 iii)). This equality implies that |u| is & quasi-interior point 
of Fa for if 0 < x e I|u| then there exists an n e IN such that 
0 < x £ n|u| . Thus 0 £ Tx £ nT|u| = n|u| which implies that, 
Tx e Iju|> and so 11u| *s T-invariant, and hfence T|~~| == F. (Note 
that I|u| / {0} because |u| f 0).
Now on F the operator T satisfies all the conditions of theorem 4.7 
(note that an ideal irreducible operator in this case is also band 
irreducible, since in a normed Riesz space every band is closed),
—  , T f i f
/  ' ' ■ ■
-lThus there exists an orthomorphism U of F such tha£ oiT = U TU, As 
above this implies that for all X e 0(T), otX e o(T) and ofX has the 
same multiplicities as X.
□
Corollary 4.9
Let 0 < T e 21(E) be a d~order continuous band irreducible operator: 
on E such that T is compact for some k e IN. If T has the additional 
property that Tv is a weak order unit of E for every 0 < v e E, then 
the only eigenvalue X of T satisfying |X| = r(T) is the number r(T) 
itself.
Proof
By Jentzch's theorem, r(T) > 0. Assume that there exists X e d(T) 
such that X i r(T) and [X] = r(T), Let u be an eigenvector pertaining 
to X. As shown in earlier proofSj |u| is then an eigenvector per­
taining to the eigenvalue |X( = r(T). Since X i r(T), u and |u| are 
linearly independent. To see this linear independence, suppose that 
u = k |u |. Then Tu = kT|u| which yields Xu = >cr(T)|u|, i.e., 
Xu = r(T)u. Obviously then, X = r(T) which is a contradiction.
By the generalised Frobenius Theorem We see that there exists an 
m e IN such that Xm = (r(T))m. It is then clear that Tm satisfies all 
the conditions of theorem 4.4 and r(Tm) - (r(T))m
The eigenspace pertaining to (r(T))m then has dimension one, con­
tradicting the fact that both u and |u| belong to this eigenspace 
and are linearly independent. Thus any eigenvalue X satisfying 
|X| = r(T) can only be r(T).
□
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Thus there exists an orthomorphism U of F such that oiT = U TU, As 
above this implies that for all X e o(T), otX e a(T) and a\ has the 
same multiplicities as X.
□
Corollary 4.9
Let 0 < T e £(E) be a cJ-order continuous band irreducible operator 
kon E such that T is compact for some k e IN. If T has the additional 
property that Tv is a weak order unit of E for every 0 < v e E, th6n 
the only eigenvalue X of T satisfying |X| = r(T) is the number r(T)
itself. .........
Proof ,
By Jentzch's theorem, r(T) > 0. Assume that there exists X e <J(T) 
such that X i r(T) and |X| = r(T). Let u be an eigenvector pertaining 
to. X. As shown in earlier proof's, |u| is then an eigenvector per­
taining to the eigenvalue |X| = r(T). Since X i r(T), u and |u| are 
linearly independent. To see this linear independence, suppose that 
u = k|u| . Then Tu = kT|u| which yields Xu = icr(T)|u|, i.e., 
Xu = r(T)u> Obviously then, X = r(T) which is a contradiction.
By the generalised Frobenius Theorem we see that there exists an 
m e IN such that Xm = (r(T))m. It is then clear that Tm satisfies all 
the conditions of theorem 4.4 and r(Tm) = (r(T))m
The eigenspace pertaining to (r(T))ra then has dimension one, con­
tradicting the fact that both u and | uj belong to this eigenspace 
and are linearly independent. Thus any eigenvalue X satisfying 
|X| = r(T) can only be r(T).
□
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